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PAIMJeAH, KY., SATURD
OUTLOOK OLOOMY
Russian Strikers Seemingly
Take on New Life:
SITUATION IS DISTISCTLY
MORE MENACING.
More Organizations Join the Dieef-
c fected, Who Are Apparently
Supplied With war,.....—ey.
SCORNFUL REPLY TO
COUNT wirms APPEAL.
'St. Ptersiburg, Nod. 17.—The out-
look for an early collapse of the
strike is gloonty again. The situation
is distinctly more menacing. •
The council of workmen's dele-
• gates, or strike committee, are man-
ifestly encouraged by the extern on of
the strike in St. Petersburg, v otous
organizations including the Book
Clerk, Telephone Girls and sot, e of
the professional leagues having vot-
ed to join in the movement.
Moreover is is certain that the
• Wilorketacias cowicil have received
mysterious supplies of funds and con-
sequently they present a bolder front.
Practically all the pretexts based
on economic demands have been
abandoned, although the eight-hour
day figures in the oratory at meet-
ings in order to hold the workmen,
who have no thought except improve-
ment in •their isabarfal col•Sition.
Scorahd Reply.
The Wortnre 's Council returned
is scornful to Count Witte's
personal appeal of yesterday to his
"Boot her Workmen" ridiculing the
government's profession of solicitude
for the workrnon and renewing their
demands for the immediate abolition
of martial law in P land, etc. Count
Witte's attempt to negotiate directly
anti the straw leaders has come to
naught although lie offered conces-
Mout in the arse of the Cronstadt
leintialters in the event of°their being
=
Mad In death. But the leaders
ail compromise. "All or
nothing" was their response
The imperial ukase on the land
question Issued today, although it
wipes out about $.so.000.000 of the
peasants' 'renrages of debt, which
under ()Vinery cirturnstances might"
have been received with jay, is *p-
other disappointment. The promises
of additional lands are too vague to
calm the agitated, starving peasants.
who in the valleys of the Don and
Volga are again marching, pillaging.
.loweing and murdering.
No confirmation has been obtainesi
of the report of a false emperor lead-
ing the peasantk of Penza.
Factory Owners.
The mill and factory owners, at a
meeting ;est held, while offering to
make concessions in the matter of
hour, Of labor, generally to ten hours,
took a final decision that unless the
men resumed work Monday they
must dose down indefinitely. Should
the men be arcked out in the face of
• winter it would only make the situa-
tion mon: desperate.
The news from the provinces SPbows
that practically no movement has
been itatted there in support of the
general strike, but there is a deep sus.
picion that this tray tamp), be the lull
for preparation
The Social Democrats and revioki-
tioirists are keeping their plans dark.
,the organizations have ramifications
throughout the country and at a gig-
- ,,ss nail they might again be able to bring
the industries of die country to a
standstill.
Waimea* Renly.
The text of the.rawantion adopted
at the meeting ofh the Council of
Workmen's Delegates in reply to
Coont lsVitte's appeal acothe working
men is as follows:
"The Cduneil of Workmen's Dele-
gates expresses astonishment at the
emperor's favorite who permits him-
self to call the workmen of St. Pet-
ersburg his brethren. The proletariat
is not, related to him in any
"Count Witte appeals to us to be
crimpaseionate of our wives and chil-
dren. The Council in reply invites
the workmen to count the vridoves and
orphans velho have been added to the
ranks of the workmen since the day
'Count 'Nike wormed power.
Bloody Sunday.
"Count Witte reveal.' the benevo-
lent intentions of the Emperor to-
ward the worleino classes. The Coun-
cil reminds the proletariat of bloody
Sunday,
"Count Witte begs us to give the
government time and promises to do
*all possible for the workmen. The
Council knows Count Witte 'hat s al-
ready found time to give Poled' into
the hands of the military pxecution-
erg. The eouneil does not doubt
Count Witte w'il'l do alt -possible to
strangle the revolutionary.pratiletariat.
(-"Coatit Wlife calls 'himself a man
ieho'asaaffittievialent towards us and .
+IWO: iuilll. gocid; The Council de-
clares thY•Working classes have . o ,41.4
need of "the tenevolence of a c
favorite, bit demand a popular tog- NO
ertunent ost -the basis of universal,
direct and secret suffrage."
Russian Bonds.
The Manager of the local branch of
the Credit Lyonnais denies the re-
port that the battle is refusing to ac-
cept Russian securities as collateral.
On account of the unsettled condi-
tion and the heavy fall in prices on
the bourse, however, the bank Zsts
upon larger margins. The foil ua
format statement on the subject was
made by the bank:
"The Credit Lyonnais is continuing
rhe making of advances of stocks, but
owing to the fall in state funds and
indostriais and the narrow market of
St. Petersburg .1louse it requires larg-
er margins than formerly."
Other banks are also adopting the
same course and there is a noticeable
disposition on the part of all bank-
ers to reduce their commitments.
Assatitaination Attempted,
,Riga, Russia, November 17,—.an
attempt was made to assassinate
the governor of Riga. While he sots
riding in a carriage through the
Streets a shot was fired at him from
an alley, but the bullet mimed its
mark. The would-be assassin escaped.
Stops Polish Newspapers.
Warsaw, Russian Poland, Nav. 17.
—The governor general has prohibits
ed the publication of three more Pol-
ish papers, and has prohibited. the
sale ml the streets of all handbills
mammal* Polish.
Meetings Prohibited.
Kieff, Russia, Nov. 17.—Meetings
have been prohibted by order of the
minister of the interior, and the rail-
road stations and shops are under mil-
itary guard.
Martial Law.
Kalish, Russian Pniand, Nov. 17.—
Martial law is rigidly enforced here.
Suspicious persons are forced to leave
the city.
Tier Up litsils.
Poti, Trans Caucasia, Nov, 17 —
The United States cruiser Minneapo-
lis arrived here today from Lisbon
and exchanged salutes with the forts.
It is reported here that orders await
the cruiser instructing her command-
er to leave for the Baltic
MULES KILLED
SIDE OF M'GUIRE GRAVEL PIT
CAVED IN YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Two Mules of Contractor Beyer Were
Caught Beneath Mass and Life
Crushed Out.
THE REVENUE *4
LEGISLATION IS NEEDED
TO REPAIR DEFICIT, SAY.
THE LEADERS.
Serie-toad Who Talk to President Say
That a Shortage Will Not be
Found.
Yesterday morning at the McAlife
gravel pit tar/dandies from this
on the Pool rid, a fine team of mut
belonging to Contractor G. J. Beyer,
was killed by one side of the pit car-
ing in and felling on ` the 'animals,
which were buried under tons of the
rock, gravel and sand. They were
mashed flat and were dead when dog
out.
Mr. Beyer has the contract for
graveling some of the country road*
out in the comity, and was getting
material out of this pit for the work.
One of his men was down in the pit
with the team, plowing into the side
of the pit so as to make an excavation
or dug-out ridge at the 'bottom in or-
der to get up that gravel ant thus
cause the material on the pit side to
give way and come down to the bot-
tom so it could be easily loaded into
wagons used for hauling it to the
portion of the public highways being
reconstructed. Waite the man was
busily engaged with the plowing, the
side suddenly commented caving fit
Others yelled at him, and 'he leaped to
one side just in time to prevent the
mass from falling on him. He could
not get this animals out of the way
however, and they were taught in the
crash and tons of gravel piled on top
of them.
The workmen commenced digging
the material's-4f the top of the mules,
but it was melees, as the life had been
crushed out of them and they were
mashed flat, They were bolt very
fine animals, and the loss to Mk. Bey-
er will bey $250.
Ilinglasai blew open the safe in the
postoffice at Morganfield and got
away with $1112 in money orders and
several dollars worth of 'tamps.
More than 2,000 trait of cotton
was destroyed in a fire cit Coluntus,
Ga. s
Joseph Kern, who was too years df
age, is dead at South Pfttahurg, Tenn.
'Washington, 'Nov. v.—Among the
subjects discussed by the president
with some of 'his callers Thursday
was the probable condition of the
treasury at the end of the current fis-
cal year. It is the consensus of opin-
ion among senators and representa-
tives who have talked to the presi-
dent about the matter that the deficit
in the treasuryalhis year, if any at all
should appear, will be small.
They point to the increased reve-
nues of the trossury during the past
three or four months as an indication,
despite the somewhat increased ex-
penditure, that no alarrniniaeficit is
likely. A small deficit watild cause
no apprehension, in the minds of the
congrtiernen, but many bf them be-
lieve now that practically no deficit
will be shown at the end of the
year.
Among the cli s On the president
wore Senator Hale of Make, Senator
Dryden, of New Jersey, Senator Bor-
rows of Michigan, Senator Proctor,
of Vermont and Senator Carter, of
Montana. Speaker Cannon and Rep-
resentative iMcCleary of Minnesota
also had talks with the president. •
Senator Hale, when asked about the
condition of the treasury, said:
"I doubt whether there will be a
'this year. At all events, if
be, it will be small,
• from the present outlook;
con tly there will be no need
for -legislation providing for addition-
revenues."
Senator Burrows expressed a sin*
liar opinion.
Representative McCleary, who is
talked of as the possible chainman of'
the home committee on appropria-
tions, believes that the exercise of
economy in appropriations will pre-
vent an excess Of expenditures over
receipt.. He suggested that any def-
icit might be provided for easily by
the imposition of a tax of two or
three cents a pound on coffee.
"Such a tax," said he, "would be
no hardship to the consume, and
probably would not result in the rais-
ing of the price of coffee."
Speaker Cannon, who called at the
White House yestetday, but did not
see the president at that time, had a
conference with him today, the nature
of which he did not disclose. Citrate
tariff revision question, Mr. Cannon
indicated that he is yet a staniapat:
ter.
"IQ said he, "a tariff bill should be
brouelk-under consideration, and we
hoidd proceed for twelve or
so with its discussion, andmcg tiliet  its
friends should command the votes
necessary to enact itsinto law, and
then the business interests should euc-
ceesi hi adjusting themselves to the
new conditions, it probably would be
found that the measure contained as
Many 'outrages' and 'injustior as
the present law coataitis."
sort of reve-
l)e necassisary at
N,lon So provide
tit the treasur.y?"
Da you the*.
flue legislation
the approa
for a possible
"Losik at the. balanth• held by the
treasury," replied-Nit. Cannon. "They
tell the story, We have a pretty com-
fortable surplus, don't you think?"
FRANCE GETTING
TIRED OF DELAY.
Warships May Be Sent to Venezuela
—Conference at Washington.
'Ma. arm. Nov. 17.—M. jusser-
and, the French ambassador, had a
long conference with Secretary Root
['the state department yesterday rel-
ative to the French cable controver-
sy which ,has steverely strained the
retationa between France and ...Venez-
uela.
The 1r-tench goyernment hao be-
come ley impatient at the lack of
progatoia in/the negotiation's at Cara-
cas. where Mr. Rome% the Ameri-
can minister, has been *having to se-
ctor an amicable it of the
cliffseutt,
The *tate department has not been
able to report any substantial ad-
____-toevairda a satisfactory
smut is not in a, position to do
anything just now in the absence of
the final report of MY. Calhoun, svho
made a special-investigation on She
spot for the president of the Vs:a-
mulet:an conditions. Meanwhile in the
recant- tedaper of the Preach govern
orders to the French fleet at
Martiniqtie to protseest to the Ilene-
rtielan coast may not be much longer
Roast.] Harding has resigned the
presidency of the Reading railroad.
!WORNING, NOVEMBER .18, 1905.
IC OFFICIALS
TRAIN OF TEN CARS PASSED
'THROUGH WITH THEM
YESTERDAY.
They are Now Out Making Annual
Tour Over Systeu.. —Conductor
Has Foot Cut Off.
Yesterday afternoon aboui 2:30
o'clock the general inspection train
for the Illinois Central railroad
reached this city from the western
division of that road, and after laying
here two hours, the party proceeded
on up the Louisville division. This
morning at 6 0,C10012 they leave the
Felts City and reached bete about
t;ao o'clock this afternoon, en route
fir the Southern branches of the big
system,
Aboard the train are the superin-
tendents, roadmasters and' other Of-
ficials of every division of the road,
they occupying ten cars, which were
pulled as a special train, with eight of
way over everything on the lines.
There were about sixty officials in the
party, and they had observation cars,
sleepers, dining cars, and then the
car fixed up so the grade of each mile
of track can be record•ct, and also
the general condition of the rails and
roadbed
S erintendent Egan of th Louis-up
ville division, was aboard the train
when it reached here, while at this
point it was joined by Trainmaster
McC , who went on to txmisyille
I SIXTY CIRCUS MEN
GET TIE PASSES.
Members of Gentry Brothers' Pony
Show Stranded in Georgia.
Louisville, Nov. 17.—Sixty circus
meal who accompanied the Gentry
Brothers Dog and Pony Show to
Wlest Poifit, Ga, the last engagement)
of a six
-weeks' trip begun in New
Albany Sept. 8, are "marooned." The
haviag rrnay up,Zi
partlf on account of unprecedentedly
bad weather, and pirtly on account of
yellow fever, decided to disband' at
West Point, and the managers of the
show told all the men, after the
property had been entrained for the
start northward, to meet at the rail-
road station to be paid and to get
tickets back to Louisville.
When they met, as per schedule,
the train, without warning sive -to a
few perforlitiers, and, of course,- the
managers of the show, pulled out,
leaving the stupefied canvas men,
'teamsters, and all the workers who
had accompanied the show standing
gazing after it in perplexity. John
-Brooks, a canvas man, managed to
siteing aboard the last car, however,
and avoided being 'eft. He arrived in
sthis city yesterday morning, and is
now at the*Salvation Army hotel. As
for those who were left with several
weelrs' pay clue and no, way to get
out of the 'booming village of West
Point, Go., tarooks expresses the
opinion that they will arrive next
spring,
GENERAL FORREST.
s '•
Hon. H.A. Tyler Will Meet With the
with tem, that being his division be- Veterans Next Tuesday Evainiag.
tweeabere and Central City. Ambit- owe,.
ant Saperintendent Henry Scluseing, Next Tuesday evening the Jaenes
of the Evansaille division, came here T. Watbert can of Confedeate
and joined the officials who will in- veterans will hold their itegislar
'pectins division while between here
and Lane/sake.
While here yesterday the authorities
went over the shops and teed% anal
took a general and hasty view of
Wa
everytaIng, and then proceeded on,
their y. .
This inspection is the annual tour i Capt. Tyler will be here Tuesday
made by the officials mentioned over attending the United States coart
every division of the entire line, initiate will be in session then at the
order to see the improvements made'eastombouse. Tim - veterans here
in the so. tracks, the sarticeleunim t h to deliver
in ge and to also ascertaia what m rvoney de ed friim 19.1 te to
work
niktudbsd
all be 'done during the eneu-; the fund being gotten up to erect the
ing yeig, in order to bring the stand- 'Confederate monument at the library
ard of the line up as near as possible lawn on Ninth and Broadway.
to perfection. They well' not go over
the Tennessee Central, which the I
C. has leased, to operation of that
Tine by the Illinois Central does not
become effective until the first. of
next month, when their train's begin
entering Nawhville over the least-dr
track, which is touched atiflopkkins-
oak..
.For years past heretofore the Lou-
isvilte division has won first prize as
being the test stretch of trash for the
entire division and Superintendent
Egan and Roadrnaster Tbonspeist are
confietamt of carrying away the hon-
ors again this time, a* they have ef-
fected vast improvements during the
past twelve months. . Washington, D. C., Soy.- 17.—Re-
The inspection train has been out 7 
s:e.:tion with the coining storm) 
nin manager, are disoessigg, to
aboot two weeks now, and it will tahe
that length of time additioaal foe the congress ?alp its work anethe ed.-
matte asaigeurients, for Speaker ol'eauthorities to entirely complete their
G. couptin ot Illinois will have n. ' op-
ailition to hal re-election as speaker.
His nomination will be made by rhe
Republican caucus Saturday night,
Decembet a, and will be confirmed
when Oft house assembly,. December
4.
it is understood that the same of-
firers•of the house will be elected as
folbows: Clerk, Alexander McDowell;;
sergeant-at 'arms, Henry Casson; door
keeper, F. B. •Lyoto postmaster, Jcis.
C, MIcE:s; oy; chaplain, Rev. Henry C.
Conden.
The Democrats of the house will
assemble in saurus, Saturday after-
noon, Dec 2, in the 'hell of -the holier,
to select a infootity Candidate for
speaker, voho thereby becomes the mi-
nority leader. John Sharp Williams
of M4ssissippi,,willi be chosen again,
and it .iloes net look as if there
would tie any opposition to him. A
fight was etertad on 'him toward the
close of the last session, but it fell
through, owing to,,, the refusal of
(Jiudge DeAedindi, of - Missotsri, to
l
e Mir. Williams' leadership.
iTtcl said' that bk. Hay, of Virgin'
will decline to a-ct this session as
chairman of the Democratic cameo*:
apd that Mk. Henry of Texas will
probably succeed him in that capacity.
It is not expected that there will fre
Nbitiycha,nrsin thcheuse 
offices. 
patrtinag of theoritl in 
the '
monthly meeting, and there wilt be
resent at the gathering Hon. Henry
A. Tyler, of Hickman, Ky., the gen-
tleman who 'will deliver here some-
time next month the address on Gen,
Forrest, the two having gone through
the civil war together.
NO OPPOSITION
CANNON AND WILLIAMS WILL
LEAD THEIR RESPECTIVE
PARTY FORCES.
Each Will be Nominated by Party
Caucuses on the Second of ,
Next Month.
tour. Ns
Foot Cut Off.
'Conductor W. D. Hutchinson. of
time Mermlahis division, was brought .to
this' clip, yererday at noon and plac-
ed in the .railroad hospital, on account
Of his foot having been cut off swat
Dyersburg, Tenn.,. about a o'clock
yesterday nlb_rning.
'The conductor was gling up Sae
side of a freight car, when he stepped
,on one rung of' the ladder, and same
-gave way with him, permitting the
man to fall to the ground Hia foot
fell across the track and was cut off
'by the moving train. His injury was
dressed temporarily by the straion
surgeon there an he was brought
here on the Olitxt ororthhOtind train.
BOWLIN ()GAME.
The Braelswicks Defeated the Imper-
ials Last Night.
•
Last evening at,the Brunswick bil-
hoed and bowling parlor* an inter-
eating Match was bowled between the
Brunsiticks and the Imperial teams
result that the former won
3b4Pir 
tm the 
 
total count of pins, oft the nar-
row margin of 49, the Bruns-wicks
getting 2,129 and the Imperials 2,280,
119e. Warta% bowled the high average
of while Mr. Earl Walters
made abp highest score, 2I1, The to-
ecottes were:
B rlingtrickw--Sacre, 375; Umber-
ger. 444; Walter., 513: Flannigan,
497; Craig, $00.
Impetialsi—ludy, 388; • Ashbrook,
402: Mall, 443; Worth, 342; Davis,
5c5.
Two'nrsen were killed by an explos-
ion in a powder factory at Edward*,
Near Grand Rapids, Mich., a hold-
up i;san shot and killed a roan W6-
man named JosephOom and serial,-
ly wounded her sister. The young
women 01th-their father were riding
alond 'he mat Whert the holup man
appeared from stnisnah ad called to
them to stop. 'The father fearing rob-
bery, whipped up his horite and' drove
away, whereupon the holdup man
openea fire on the fugitives with The
result stated, .
VOL 22., NO. 172
HYDE IS HIT HARD
Evidence Before Insurance
Committee Disputed.
GOV. ODELL GIVES HIM
Dmr.z.T.
ist _el
Senator Depew Also Deals the Ex-
Insurange Magnate Some Hot
Shots From Stand.
HYDE ASPIRED TO GO TO
FRANCE AS MINTSTER.
New York, Nov, 17.—Fiirmer Gov.
Benjamin B. Odell, Jr., and United
States Senalor Chauncey M. Depew,
as witnesses before the Armstrong
Legislative Insurance Investigatink,
committee, Thursday denied ,parts of
the testimony of James Hazen Hydi.
in which names were used.
'Mr , ,in the course of hie tes-
timouy, called Mir. Hyde's state-Mem,
"base calumny," and. when he vas
asked whether he directly or indirect-
ly hail' made threats to-have the char-
ter of the Mercantile Trust company
revoked, his fact flushed and, strik-
ing the a-rtn of tbe Witness chair with
his fist, he exclaimed.
The tie Given. •
"There it -no took an that
mew, so beltl me God,"s„,
Mir. Odd) was the first fitness of
the day. He said no political prem.
ure was bravest to bear in the sett-'.
Cement of his suit against the Mer-
cantile Trust company, and that n
was settled' the same As suits brought
by others. He said he had been ad-
visee) by counsel that his claim was ajest one; that any court would have
a-svarded him more t hen be received in
the settlement. • ; .o
He knew ot the introdsiction of *the
Ambler bill, whicha it is said, might
have affected the" Mercaetile Trust
company's charter.; and, What he did
Dot suggest its introataliois, be saw
no object. mt to it, hSr., ,Ddell denied
t he'ever nude a statensent to E.
H. a Harsiman tp. anyone else that
retaliatory measures would be taken
against the Mercantile Trust com-
pany. The witness said he add ,Mr. ,
Harriman were personal friends, but
that they had no business relations'.
Hie wrote a lessett..qn, behalf. of Mr.
Hyde's aanditiacyefor the post of am-
bassador to Prance. This was at the
request of William Ifsratentyre. one
of the vice presidents of-the •‘. Equita-
ble Life Amoraane societas
Mr. Odell mid be ag‘anever solicit- ,
ed pull i , tributiottio but possibly, - ,tooli plosur
somet-' ' be hake. -come to '-- .,
him throuse the National committee,
or Stuator Thomas C. Platt, as the; sa
latter had always gathered together,
the funds in' New York state, except-,
in the last year.
Senator Depow's Evidence.
Senator Depew was examtead
regaed to his syndicate partieipati..ti
atondhiss(xdtitityies as counsel/ to the Equi-sle 
Regarding the amhassatiorshiji to
France, Senator Depew said, Mr.
Hyde came to film, and solicited his.
influence to secure the appointmem.
Seisatiar Desiew brought the matter to
the. attention of the president, al-
tholigli he told Mr. Hyde he was too
yceung, and the president shid it was
utterly impossible to make such, art
vispoinignent.
The senator advocated ig the inter-
ests of the public theiimiting of the
risks tinder insuranc,s policies and fa-
vored a public audit of the &emot'i.
of the 4rairnpanie• s at, stated periods by
a chartered accountant. This, he
thought, would nbviate many suits
i_,hot ri etare now frequently brought for
an accounting on the part of the pot-
ssate-
THEY SAW IT.
Many Odd Fellows Saw the First
Pin Ever Worn by Member.
At the meeting of Ingleside lodge
of Odd Fellows last evening in the
Feseetnity budding there was exhib-
ited thh first pin ever worn by an Odd
Fallcree since the secret order came
Otto existence. This information re-
whetting the first pin had heen herald-
ed over the city and a lobe-room
full of brethrea were there to see the
curiosityithat vs-as in a nicely encased
box' into which only one at time
could peep and See the souvenir. As
gaols atertd into the box he turned
'salty WO a foolish grin oft his face,
for the curiousity proved to be a
"safety pin."
dames L. Ord, of Chicago, believes
hino4elf the grandson of King George
IV., of Eagland, and tat direct de-
scendant of a Mao Fitfiberbert, wars
bag recently died leaving i an estate of
$3,000,000. 
. 
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TELEPHONE SUIT
DEMURRERS SUSTAINED, BUT
THE CITY AMENDS ITS
PETITION..
Motions for New Trials Were Over-
ruled in Many Cases, and Ap-
peals Promptly Taken.
Judge Reed in the circuit court yes-
terday sustained the special and gen-
eral demorrer of defendant in the
svit of the City of Paducah against
East Tennessee Telepthonearacompany,
wherein the ,city. is trying ao '•otiata
the telepbone concern from doing
businese here, on the ground that
they have no grant or franchise friam,
the municipality to maintain poles
:tad wires on the public streets and
alleyways. On the demairrers being
sustainer), the court gave plaintiff
permission to amend its original pe-
tition.
There was dismissed the rithe
against defendant in the suit of Geo.
Langstaff against Florence Jenkins,
as the latter complied with die in-
structions of the court
Henry Armstrong was granted a
divorce. from Tillie Attratrong.
The defendant's +motion for a new
trial was overrated, and an appeal
then taken in the snit of Annie Nich-
ols against the Illinois Central railt
road and Engineer Robert Bean. The
plaintiff got $3,000 judgment against
the railroad for leas of 'her foot by
amputation as a result of being run
down by a freight train while walk-
ing on a trestle near Dawson Springs
.three years ago last August, •while
she was attesding the big anneal pic-
nic of I. C. employes there.
The court claerrnled deefrotant's
applcatio f. h. new hearing of the
aaanit of laq1ik • R-ndolph, goardian,
againat tin Gethankue maiinfacturin-g
coral:jay. wherein plaintiff got dant-
• aims for Pato for injuries to the 1)()y
that iras.ernoloyeal arouod defendant's
plant., On the motion being overrisa
• ed an appeal was taken.
▪ Pkintiffas 'emotion • for a new trial
was oveihriled-end in appeal ten in
•a. the suit of J. R. Duncan -aglatist the
la-tempt-at Publishing company. An
appeal *as 'then taken. Plaint:if
repettented by Maxlcie Worten and
• sun? tire deferidant for damages on
taws .grottild tliat the newspaper pub-
•' littera that he was fined for pa • in
contaterfeit money, when in fact Dun-
can y-a . only nederad to pay at for-
feited bond, he, going security for H.
B. thafican who is charged with.pass-
ing theat pterioss coiii, and who jump-
ed his bail, but was afterwards cap-
tured in California. On trial of J. R.
Duncan's sub against the paper,
Judge. Reed prat the jury instructions
to find- for the plaintiff. tint the in
,rars found for defendant, thereby
dismissing Din ca n's I
There yeas 'Med the appellate coma
mandate anfahtlien strickee from the
dekket the snit of William L. Mater
' alialinatothe lietropraitan Life Insur-
ance camstany. Miller was employed
here if a strb•agent by the company,
' and qujt the scrvice. The company
• 
• had hirn prreated on the charge of
••••••••
CAME NEAR DYING
From an Awful Skin Humour.
Scratched Till Blood Ran.
Wasted to Skeleton.
'CURED BY CUTICURA
One Application Soothed Him
to Sleep. Cure Speedy
and Permanent.
a When my little boy was three
months old his head broke out with a
rash, which was vet), itchy and ran
considerable watery fluid. We tried
everything we could, but he got worse
all the time till it spread to his arms,
legs, and then to his entire bedy, and
he came near.dying. It itched so he
would scratch till the blood ran, and a
tkia yellowish stuff would be all over
his pillow in the morning. I had to put
mittens on his hands to keep him from
tearing his skin. He got so weak
he took fainting spells and we would
think him dying. ale was almost a
skeleton and his little hands were
that like claws.
He was bad about eight months
when we tried Cntienra. I had not
laid aim down in his cradle in the
daytime for a long time. He had got
se that he Just slept in our arms all
the time.
INSTANT RELIEF
"I washed him with Caticura Soap
and put on one application of Cuto
cure Ointment and he was so soothed
that I put him in the cradle. Yon don't
know how glad I felt *hen he felt bet-
ter. It took one box of Cuticusa Oint-
ment, pretty near one cake of Cuticnra
Soap, and about half a bottle of Cnti-
eura Resolvent, to cure. I think
he would have died only for the
Cuticura."
MRS. M. C. MAITLAND, Jasper, Ont.
No return in 14 years: Mrs. Maitland
writes, under date of j •. '• It
affords me pleasure to inform you
that it is fourteen years since my boy
was coned of the terrible skin disease.
He has been permanently cured and
is hearty and stream."
Orr drario.d dr wort errors Iloodoest. lee.
aroorr Orrod Mk. poor at On,
tobilwalImre %Le do
taritljeCibelar•Wkinsious"
IN MEMORY
THE ELKS ARE PREPARING
FOR THEIR ANNUAL
CEREMONIES.
Hon. J. Campbell Flournoy Will De-
liver General Eulogistic Ad-
dress for Members.
The Elks of this city are preparing
far their annual memorial "ferrates
that will take place the first Sunda;
1•• DeceMber.
The ceremonies are conducted out
of respect to the "teased brethren
who have paswal into the Gfeat Be-
embezzlement. hut he (atilt clear, andiyamd dirring the patit toselve months.
then. said tLe einicern for Almada' There are seven of them and fair all
.
for alleged -false arrest Witt petneets- a general. eldai.,..htic ade"will be
tion in conneetinn with tpe deli
sling charge. Miller got $2,onoent - noy., she Wait known attorney. .
- 
vered by Hort., J. Caniptgli, Flour-
age- on trial of his, 'snit. but the coin- 'Ordinarily when only. two or three
4.... • Dana carried it to the appellate bench, brathera died in the year a separate
Infer Pen took' 'the' proceeding • to
s Alain% higlaest cant in he state hvbefe
he Jost. lig*, `and now the action i
•sped (rem' the docket.
The order via, vet aside arbeitan it
riiihreitt riekl'ao the court 'for diccisio
the oars of larelia atcard vs J. N.
Beard, and Annie &natal efa. (1 ton
laaPs• a
tate enterCsefaitaide the order stria-
' ing :from thholdclact 'the sitiferalaaci
likatatitry atalrrat • Er* C. ter
• wherein plaintiff "acted defendinat "tor
money clamed due for a cornoMaition
roof Mr Aenry- put eet clef e nsattit's
• arable on Sotiait Third sheet. Terreli
in the lib/1'6°n. wbioir was carried
to the appellate' heneh.• ,
An appeal ..."aa taken to the higher
courts on theie aieing overnZed the
motion of the plaintiff for a new trial
in the actioit of the National Surety
company' against Charles W. Emery.
a wade% reversed the lower tribu aaPeech is •
O
hattaere4 a neWatrial. At the sec_ 
indite an triettliOel of egch, 
tearinOvthe company. wan,- 
afr the nuanfteat ia quite large
lifte it Wobld take -toe hang for in-
WISDOM OF AN EMPIRICIST.
The way to grow A statesman is to
plant a politician. Then wait tea
yeats.
When :a Man decides that he will
nevoraget married it is a sign that he
is merely acquiescing in a majority
report teadered by a quorum of the
other sex. '
The difference beta/ten a dennicen
fool and a sober one is tirat tate rasher
'inc is held petaonaHy reaponsiale for
his. Wily, and the whisky is hlimea in
the oilier case,
.It is awfulay,easy to get m▪ oney, hut
• very difficult to earn it.
Ilbe man Om "accepts a position"
. •arer tail3 gety a $10 a week—St
- Lon" ailabe-Dettorat: '
'
Sure Sign of Money.
(Fatliadelphia. ahead.).
"I thought I'd cossalt you," said
tha yonth with the flat brae% "Last
!tight I theihmatt that I was severed
firrith• rair and--"'
allhat nether money," promptly de-
clared Mire. Phako, the.. clairvoyaat.
"Realty?"
, "Yes; one dollar, kkase.",
. IS HUSTLING
DEPUTV MARSHAL SAUNDERS
IS GETTING THINGS IN
SHAPE FOR COURT.
Benton Prisoners Have Not Been
Recaptured—Schwab Bankrupt
Case Comes Up Today:.
•
Deputy United States Marshal Geo.
Saunders is the busiest man in West
Kentucky at present; as aae is kept
going day and night earSing docu-
ments on different people and get-
ting witnesses summoned and other
things in shape for the federal coort
whieh convenes next Motirlay at the
postoffice for a several days' session.
lave deputy hg  been on the constant
go now for the past ten days and has
about gotten everything in shape for
the seasioo.
Not Yet Caught.
Word from Benton is that Harry
Phillips, Henry Henson anti the oth-
er bootlegger have ivot yet been capt-
ured and returned to the county jail
out of which they made their escape
several days aro by sowing through
the wooden i&or of their mil and
getting into *Ile jail Imam- where
they tunneled through a brick wall
and got out. The other isocalegger,
Undo Murphy, refused to go when
the others escaped, he stating he did
not want to betray in that manner
his sureties who are on his bond,
guaranteeing his. appearrattoe here be-
fore the federal court next week to
answer to a similar bootlegging
charge. He will be brought here
from the Benton jail and tried, and
if convicted here will be taken back
to Benton to serve ant his time, and
then be brought to the county jail
here for the federal court sentence.
I WITH BROKEN NECK.
--
Phaadelphia Workman Lives Until
He Wastes to Nothingness.
l'hiledietphia, Nov. 17.—With the
death of George Handfortai, 28 years
01,d, at the Methodist hospital Thurs-
day ended what is said to be the most
-emarkable ease of a sorvival of a
brokers neck known in the annals of
medicine and surgery.
For fifteen Menthe the injured mai
lay on air and water mattresses aula
fering no pain, unabi• to movie any
muscle except - hose in his forearms,
always conscious, but gradually west
lag away.
From a -strong, stalwart man,
weighing at6o pounds, Ilanaforth
'weighed at the time of his death,
only 34 pounds.
Handforth was employed at the At
lantic Refining company's plant. On
August to 19°4, he fell from the top
of a tank and struck the ground on
his hack, fracturing the fifth and
3.14th vertebrae.
SHOOTING CHARGES.
---
Crossland and Williams Both Held
to the Grand Jury.
In the police court yesterday morn
mg Judge Sanders held John \Va-
han-ea and Fred Croesland, both col-
ored, to the circuit court grand jury
for alsooting at each other several
!nights ago near Ninth and Trimble
streets during a row about Williams
coming to the house of Crossland.
Both shot several tailcoat the other,
but body slanwrved together
quierntiehe dividing door between
the rooms, and no OM was hurt.
• The Cotsrt dismissed the warrant
charging Cal West, eolored, with
shooting at James McDonald, while
there was also dismissed the gro-
cteding charging McDonald with •tae-
Hz drunk arid disorderly.
A CURE FOR EXCUSES.
Bankruptcy Proceeding.
Referee Bagby, of the bankrupt
court, 
A truant school boy stood stolidly
aahlaa take up the M°ael before Justice Caverly, of Chkago,
Sehwah case and examine the bank- and grinned contempt when • the
rupt regarding 'his liabilities and as teacher testified, that he had been ab-
sets. Mr. Bagby practically did, no sent from school five days this term,
butanes, yesterday in his court ex- and that his attendance last year was
cept draw up brieih, pleadinga ara/ only spasmodic.
other documents needed at the Unit- The boy telt that kis defepse was
ed States covet which convenes here sound. die had tested it often, and it
Monday at the poatoffice with Judge never had failed. He spoke up confi-
Walter Evana in the chair.. dently:
" had the taxithache."
"You didn't have the toothache
this year, too, did your asked the
court.
"Yes, sir." replied the boy.
The father was questioned.
"Why have you kept your son out
of school in violation of the law" de-
manded the justice.
"He had the toothache," replied the
father.
The mother was sworn.
"What do you mean by not send-
ing your son to school?" asked the
court.
"He. had the- toothaahe," gabbed the
mother.
"You will . pay $5 and costs," said
the Justice, "and have that tooth
pulled immediately.
The money was paid cheerfully
enough, but the bays parents alike pro
tested againat the pulling of the tooth.
The boy declared the tooth was not
arguing jest then. The mother plead-
ed that it might never ache again.
The father said that ,foothache did
hint amount to mucia anyway. But
the pourt was inflexible. '
"That tooth most be pulled before
night. If. it is not I will have you
brought back here and fined $ao and
costs" •
Here a precedent in law that may
find infinite application. Three is no
principle t_.t.sr good for boys that
h not alsvedlor men,
The martaa* on the aftienoon of a
rtortiraeitthaet lisroild.erPr  tolyhiStak(rf6nresicnkr
may beaitoreetigated, and, whether he
likes it•dsi. not, compelle to take a
course of sassy potstrenna.
• Since' it is the law that toothace
mast not be dark a convenience by a
boy there are lots of excuses offered
by men for dereliction of duty that
demand inquiry- and heroic treattruent.
Plaintiff Loses.
The appellate court yesterday af-
firmed the local circuit court in obe
slat where F. W. Corley sued the
Paducah Cboperage works in Me-
charricsburg for $5,000 damages for,
the loss of a 'hand cut oft while the
plaintiff was worIciag around some
machinery at the. plant `where em-
ployed. In the circuit court here the
coart instructed the jury to find for
the defendant, and Corley appealed
rite proceeding. but the higher tribu-
nal decided tw 'had no ground• for
action.
One of Wort en's.
Deputy United States Marshal
George Saunders was busy yesterday
hustling . over the city • summoning
witnesses to appear before the feder-
al court in the suit Markle Wor-
tenasigainat the city of Paducah on
behalf of sfarne foraner city lockup
prisoners, socking damages for al-
legedaillegal working out on the
stow; chain gang.
Was Not Tried.
Liffie Carter, ingress, was not
tried sosterday ;or lunacy ,as County
Physician J. W. Perailey says it will
tiittlital remark.; fh be Made 4t* take a day or co yet for
tank in a general Wets be de- ternune whet* she is oozy
livered for all. , • • a • ot or Iwo tinder the inflaence of coloe
The ccremottiehavill held-Sawn rn some other powerful wale. She
gcotuckY. as Ja.vrtnfore. and $he is in the county jail, Where ehe was
cbminitage of lodgethelearranoing for placed after • she triad to cut oil the
same coniats -Of Cluiraill Richard D. head of Mrs. Leantkr Potter, of the
Clatne nt s and Mtiiers. .1 fradney' Da via cpclify. where the more vS .was em -
and vyTank C. danntara ' ". . Ploaed. re a
The daceased mornIreor, inr this ____ -.
art Thomas E. Wire Geotge TviE EMBEZZLER.
'Dtt zel, Fry* .Eatiger, Harry 0
Farnliams P Olairien. of-4his city. The Play Which Is to Be Presented
Theodore gitiyisr,4 of tok,.tith, anal at The Kentucky.
Barney McIntrie, of lairkersburg.
West Virginia. "The lainhetzler. as the title. stra
Mr. Farnham died at Jackson, Rests, tells the tale of an unseetiptil-
Tenn, and bit, borly was taken to his ous as- whose nefarious business
°I'd br'sme ih Rak""re "" r'al' scheme, leact to a defalcation, and in
what Me. Moss _expired in *Manila,
at
Philippine !sands, and bit to;dy will
be brought here eliortfy for interment.
Mr McIntyae was a former steam-
boat inspector apcated tire, hut who
sent to Parkersburg lb resitte and
died.' Mr. Straw was the capitabot
of Golconda atetal father-in-taw of Dr.
7ranic Boyd, of this city. .The other
iihree weraahoried beet.
HERE I AM..
A drunken man. staggered attn
church one Suhday rsnd eat down in
the pew di one of the deacon*. The
faettelterafivas dicouesing t pre-
valeat *opal*. hairsas.* Soon ex-
chime& ' re' id• the
The
the course of events suspicion falls
upon -an innocent man. 'The clever-
nese of the carefully laid plot leaves
the spectator kw a time in doubt as
to the posaibility of a happy denou-
merit; but the dramatist, by a logical
and ceinsiatent method 'has arywoven
the tangle said landirdisthe embezzler
di the mcsiws at lava. The innocence
of the ,accueed man is Madly estab-
lished, the course of true love made
smooth and virtue receives its reward.
The atmosphere arf the play, typical.
I" Southern, adds to the beauty, and
the quaint character with the droll
dialect of that section lends cbarm
tb what is tormelled to he the best
Southern play of recent years.
"In this play Nth* ratort is aura
A Change of Occupation.
"Jacob Riis, the socialogist," said
a lawyer of New York, "has a soft
heart. His sympathy flows out in
ever direction. The poor have in him
a true friend.
"Mr. Riis sat in my ante-rporp one
morning waiting to commit me. Near
Inns a young girl cliched busily away
Oh a typewriter. She was pretty and
neat, with clear eyes sn4 soft hair,
but perhaps she was a little pale
"As Mir. Ras regarded her, so
young and fres* working hard in a
stuffy office while her more foratmate
sisters Were riding or motoring in the
park, he felt sorry for her, and he
!Mid, gently:
"lha yen, never get tirittla you young
!stenographers, of eternally pounding,
siway upon those keys?' .
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
household are constantly risking their
health. Defective plumbing generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which pollute
the atmosphere and cannot help bat be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary -natives' made,
namely "allsadatid• Baths and Ons-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E. D. HANNAN, Plumber
Do you want a first class job by an
expert iworkman? If you do take
It to
11.444444444.444+++4.4÷1.+++++.•44++444444+++4+11÷0.4.444.414
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SOLE AGENT, itog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH. KY.
New Century Hotiil
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is how open under a new*
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best.laccommodations at:reasonable tidal
Price Bros. ec CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nckand Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ir
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
was -just fp plied with a role **nimbly suiting . 0"Atti,• yes, . we do indeed,' said' the Abrart-1
e WY* tbinie the call per4 her. the Southern girl," young girl,
etathd. so Hob( beeviky rephedkrlete The ..Ernhe-zzler iss the opening play "."Ilhen what do you do?' Mk. Ras
T stan r,gemalostd.standint while
the atimareadh char ter arid fate
were eh-sapient:3s do' A few',
minutesminuteslater. Char swear-41er reached
anether bead of %is discourse, and
oakasked:"Where'ris the hyprocrite?"
Gently fledging his neighbor; the
drunkard said, in an audilde whisper
"Stand up. deacon, he meads you
this time. Stand up and take it like
a 'man, just as I did, It will d.0 Yall"
it(1413" - Denver Trantne.
'Subscribe for The Register.
cl. the Van Dyke & Eaton comprrn asked. y, -
voitscli 'begirts a week's stand at The " 'Then, 44 a rule,' she answered, Accident: Life, Liability, r,tennn
Kentitoky Monday night I willing 'We mashy can employieraa "
•
L. Well & Co
—New York Trilaink •
'at, is a secret sect in Engiand i
c c "tittle Children
whose creed is founded on the Scrip-
tural wards, "P.xcept ye become as
little children ye shall not enter the
kingdom of 'heaven." Their devo-
tional 'exerciaes can Straefhis consist
of trtintiling hoops, pinyffig marbles,
sap frog and "button, bdtton, who'a
gotaalte button?*
OIRE INSURANCE
Ihiler-
Campbell Block.
Friend---"Cheirat3 to tentvict that
burglar?"
Prosecutor— -aft can't be fkione...
Friend—lathy, the evidence scents
briletiothe house he
rotabcd was occupied by the president
of a Lie inetwance -coangatiya' --Chi
cage. Sun
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
•
Subscribe For The Register
a •
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ITSBURG COAL delivered to any part of the city at 50c abarrel. Office, 126 Broadway, Tel. Nos. 3.
HAND TAKEN OFF the Churches
Where and What Services Will Be Held. flj jr.
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MIR. C. C. CLAYPOOL IS SHOT
WHILE OUT HUNTING IN
TENNESSEE.
Formerly Lived Here But is Now at
Dyersburg and Hand Had to Be
Amputated.
The many friends of MT. C. C.
Claypool will regret to learn that lie
was shot in such, a msfnner near Dy-
ersburg, Tenn., several days ago,
that amputation of hie right hand
was necessary, it being taken off
Thursday by the physicians. The ac-
cident happened while he was out
hunting.
Mr. 'Claypool came to this city
last February from Hopkinsville, and
represented here the Penn Mutual
Life insurance company of Philadel-
phia. He maintained offices at the
Young Men's Christian Association
hulloing at Sixth and Broadway anl
resided in the Seas Souci flats at
Ninth and Monroe streets.
Last August he went to Dyers-
burg, where he continued his insur-
ance business. Several days ago he
was out bunting in the country,
when a gun went off and shot his
right hand so terribly that the doctors
had to tahe it off at the wrist. A
letter received from him by Mr. C. A.
Norvell of the Penn Mutual, y•ster-
day morning, gave information of
• • the accident, but did not say whether
it was Mr. Claypcaors gun, or wh ther
that of entre other, that went off and
Injured the gentleman. The corn-
municatain said be was resting well.
He is about a6 years of age and mar-
ried.
NO BIDDERS
FERRYBOAT FRANCHISE NOT
DISPOSED OF BY MAYOR
YEISER
Owen Brothers Do Not Think Prices
Allowed to Be Charged Are Re-
munerative Rsough.
Yesterday morning at to o'clock
Mayor Yeller was to have sold the
franchise for operation of a ferry-
boat between here and Brookport
and ehe Illinois landings, but no one
appeared to bid on the grant, there-
fore it was not disposed of. The
Mayor at the hour called out the sale
by outcrying at the door of the city
hall, but no buyers were present and
nothing could be done.
The franchise was put up for the
benefit ef Owen Brothers, who own
kind operate the present Ifeeryhaaa
Bettie Owen. Their old franchise
expired two months ago and it had
to be renewed through the sale of
another, which preecribee what prices
the craft can charge individuah. sin-
gk horse teams, double horse teams,
Ste. The grants practicatly regulate
the rates and after no one showed up
to buy this one in, Captain Robert
'Owen, of the Bettie Owen, wad the
reason his firm did not put in a bid
was because the rates allowed to be
charged in the franchise were so low
that no money whatever could be
made out of the business, therefore
they would not take the grant as it
now stand*. He cosoinued further
by stating that they would continue
to operate their boat without a grant,
and this probe* meson that the city
legislative boar& will get their heads
together and see if they cannot agree
on a franchise that would stipulate
prices which orcnild to some appre-
ciative degree remunerate lucratively
the owners of the ferryboat who have
rim their craft for rears and years
and always gave the beet of satisfac-
tion both as to; service and prices
charged. Their franclhiee from II&
reds expires a few years from now.
Artist's Boy.
"My boy is like every otter boy,"
observed Frank J. Hoban, the Alma
trator. "I had him pole for all tip
tough alley kids in the story, "Thi
Vindication of the Carl Boy,' in the
October Men and Women, and he
was perfectly satisfied. I drew him
with his front teeth out, with a
twisted face, with a shock of tangled
hair, with a grin that would cook
eggs, with battered 'hats and taps and
coats and panto, making him into
seven of the meanest kiolchig imps I
could draw, and be never Objected.
When I wanted him te pose for the
boy with the long curls, however, he
put up an awful howl. I lead to ,it
down and read him the story, which
is a corIcing good one, by the way,
and when he found that the boy with
the long gotiele and lace collar likked
the toughest kid in the bunch, the one
they called 'Terror,' in a fair fist fight,
he posed with pleasure, and struck
Rattling Nelson attitudes that I had
a tot of troahle in toning down. He's
a handy kid, that boy of mine, but
he lhas to be handled right.'
Rev. William Ham-quirt, president
Of the Coudty Sunday School Asso-
ciation, believe* he will have here the
middle of next month Mrs. Mary Fos I
ter Bryner, of Peoria, Ill., to deliver
an address and work on behalf of the
Sunday school interests of this city
and county. She is one of the note-
area leading fit:d worker for thc
International Sunday School Asso-
ciation, which includes everything in
the civilized wield. She visits dif-
ferent parts of the country in push-
ing this grand calling.
Rev. Bourquin wrote to Mr. Mari-
on Lawrence, the secretary of the in--
terrain/0n organization to come here,
but he is busy at Syracuse, New
York, and will bee. if Mrs. Bryner
caturot come.
One week from next Thursday
the city will be organized into sub-
associations, one for each of the four
magisterial districts here in town.
The magisteriai districts out in the
county were organized several weeks
ago, while there was here Rev. T. C.
Gebauer. one of the field workers for
the state organization. es,
Evangelical Church.
Tomorrow morning at the Evan- 1
getical church on South Fifth shreet
Rev. William Boisrquin will preach
on "Care for the Morrow,' while at
the evening hOta his theme will be
the second of the series of Iliscourses
lie is delivering on "Home."
Methodist Churches.
There will be no services tomorrow
at the Third street Miethodhit church
or the Trimble street Methodist
church on account of Revs. Peter
Fickle and W. W. Armstrong being
at Mayfield attending the annual con
vention of the Memphis conference
of Methodist churches. They have
not supplied anyone for their congre-
gations tomorrow, but at the morn-
ing hour the pulpit at the Broadway
Methockst church will be filled by
Rev. E. B. Ramsey, now of Meanabia,
Tenn., but for a number of years the
beloved pastor of this congregation,
which yet retsina the deep love and
affection always entertained towards
him Until his arrival it will not
be known whether he will preach to-
morrow evening or not. Rev. New-
ell, the pastor, is ids° at the May-
field gathering. •
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Tomorrow morning a special serv-
ice for chitchen will be conducted at
the Cuniberiand Presbyterian church
by Rev. Estimate of that congrega-
tion. In the evening the pastrir will
preach on "Personal Influence."
--
Tenth Street Christian.
"The Parable of the Taitente" will
be the subject for tomorrow morn-
ing's sermon at the Tenth street
Christian church, by Rev. B. W.
Base, retro at the evening hour will
preach on "The Lebo: Question,"
and make the local street car strike
applicable to the occasion.
First Presbyterian.
Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First Pres
byterian church, will tomorrow morn
ing preach on "The Message From
God," while at night he speaks from
the subject, "The Old Paths."
German Lutheran.
Tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock
Sunday school -services wil be con-
ducted at the German Lutheran
church On South Fourth street. No
German worship will be canducted at
the morning hour on account of Rev.
Uten being out in the county preach-
ing. Its the evening be will preach
in the English language.
Grace Episcopal.
The services at the Grace Episco-
pal carwch will be conducted at the
mistral hours tomorrow morning and'
afternoon by Rector David Wglit.
The afternoon hour for, airdrahip ls
leen one of an experirnernal 'nature
with the congregation, and it has
proven such a &access, probabilities
era it will be continued indefinitely.
Firm Christian.
Mn'. Ida Harrison, of Lexington,
Ky.. will arrive here today and to-
morrow morning and evening fill the
pulpit of the First Obrisitian church'.
delivering talks regarding ruiesion
work. She fills the pulpit on account
of the absence of Rev. Pinkerton.
She is one of tie leading state work-
ers for miestions, and Was a ienti5og
light at the national convention some
weeks since at San Fraocieco, Cal.
She will be entertained this after-
noon with a reception by the ladies
of the ("hurdle at the residence of
Mire. Frank L. Scott, of Ninth and
Madison streets.
Baptist Revival.
Tomorrow morning at the First
Baptist clnirch there wilt he started
the protracted meeting which will be
kontintied for several weeks by Rev.
John S. Cheek, who will be assisted
by Rev. G. C. Cates, of Louisville,
both promitictit and aggressive church
workers and evangelists-. Dr. Hill
will be here today and preach morn-
ing and evening at the church until
Sunday following, when Rev. G. C.
Cates arrives and begins filling the
pulpit. During the week the worship
will be conducted at to o'clock each
ream-dna and 7:30 o'clock each even-
*
Slecond Baptist. •
The revival at the Second Baplist
church continues and Rev. Cunning-
ham will probably continue them into
next week. He will make decisions
tomorrow night in this regard. He
preacher tomorrow morning and 'eve-
ning both.
SHOOT INGIRON
JOHN HENRY HOUSTON, COL-
ORED, CHARGED WITH
CARRYING THEM,
Will Stewart, of the I. C., and Gro-
cer J. B. White Had a Fight—
Business With Police.
John Henry Houston, colored, was
arrened last evening by Officers
Goarieux and Alexander on the
charge of carrying concealed wea-
pons. They picked him up at Elev-
enth and Washington streets.
Horse Missing.
Mr. Claude Russell, of Seventh and
Jefferson streets, reported 'to the po-
het yesterday that the night .before
his 1111aTe disappeared from his stable
and he does not know whether she
was stolen or whether she got out
and strayed away.
Disorderly Charge.
Goldy Jones, a white youth,
was arrested on West Court street
last evening by Officers Gouneux and
Alexander on the charge of being
drunk and disorderly. He is connect-
ed with a restaurant on lower Court
street.
was
Fought Over Account.
Will Stewart, an employe of the
Illinois Central railroad, and Grocer
J. B. White, of Eighth and Clark
streets, had a fight yesterday morn-
ing ae the result of a dispute over
an account Stewart owed the other
for groceries.
VVISte was beaten up considerably
arid several stitcher were taken to
close his woundia They were arrest-
ed by Officers Mirky and Singery.
General Fight.
Minnie Lee, Flora Wright, Henry
Dicke. John Kelly and J. E. Emerson
were arrested yesterday by the police
on the dharge of engaging in a gen-
eral fight the night before at Ben-
nett's saloon on Thirteenth and Cray
streets. They were all together arid
reparte are the fight statred in the
home and continued urea the bunch
were out in the middle of the street.
ILLEGAL VOTER IS
HUSTLED AWAY.
•
Forfeit of $3,000 Creates Sensation in
New York Election Inquiry.
New l'ork, Nov. 17.—Something of
a sensation was created in Justice
Davy's branch of the Supreme court
yesterday afternoon when John Krup,
indicted for illegal voting in the re-
cent municipal election, failed to ap-
pear for pleading and his attorneys
expressed ignorance as to his where-
abouts. Earlier in the day Krup's re-
lease had been secured under increas-
ed bait, a $3,000 cash bond being giv-
en. Attorney General Mayer, who
was in cocoa was indignant at the
turn of affairs. Tonight the attorney
general made pablic this statement:
"Every effort will be made to ac-
certain who put up the $5,000 bail and
who employed counsel to defend
Krup. The failure of Krup to appear
in court was as flagrant a defiance of
law as I ever heard of. The disap-
pearance of Keep is the best confirma-
tion of the statement made by me in
court urging that his bail be increas-
ed. I believe there were reasons
apart front reasons of his own why
Krup did not appear."
Justice Davy declares) the as,ono
bail forfeited. Keep', cage was reach-
ed at 2 o'clock, but at the request of
counsel, was postponed for an hoer.
At 3 o'clock there was Still nO sign
of the defendant.
"If this defendant left town," de-
clared the attorney general, "I know
with wixnu he 'W2, last seen and will
know how 'to proceed."
There will be to,000 spindles in the
remodled cotton factory that will be-
gin at Denison, Tex.. next month, and
looms for weaving later.
•
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware„-Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and infact a: line of gcods ecual to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large lquantities, and on a basis with lead-
.
inghouses, we are in:position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling maid seeing our:varied stock.
Rehkopt Saddler)/ Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
•
LOSES HUMPBACK,
GROWS IN HEIGHT.
Deformed Young Man .of Seattle
Is Victim of Strange Trans-
. formation.
Seattle, Wash. Nov. 17.—Roy Wai-
ters, a young man of this city, who
is hunch-back, has during the last few
week undergone a transformation by
which the hunch of four inches or
more has disappeared from his back
and his height has increased by one
and a ihalf inches.
The case is one of the miost re-
markable known. The 'physicians
who have the case in charge are an-
to melee a satisfactory explana-
tion of the matter, but are inclined to
feel that it must be classed as Bptt's
disease. This is an ailment of a
tubercular character, the germ infect-
ing the bone and especially the joints
of the vertebrae.
The young man was not conscious
until recently of any change in his
spine. It came without any indica-
tion that a change was taking place.
He awoke one morning feeling that
the deformity was less prominent
than formerly, but believed that it
was an illusion. A clay or two 'ater
he was conscious of a substantial
change. He called at the office of
I. Roy Ryan, an X-ray expert, and
after submitting to an examination
was told that a radical change was
taking place.
The young man was delighted, and
the news spread among his friends.
About four days later the straighten-
ing of she spine caused a painful ten-
sion on the muscles and bones of his
body. In a few days more his clothes
no longer fitted him, and to his as-
tonisinment the straightening of his
spine had increased his height to a
noticeable degree.
The local physicians ignore, of only
one similar case in 'surgical history.
This is a Chicago boy who was treat-
ed in 'similar transformation.
Waiters was thrown from a wagon
in Des Moines about fifteen years
ago. The vehicle was loaded with
earth and very heavy. It passed over
his body, tearing three upper ribs an
the left side from the backbone and
causing injuries of a ethical nature.
Re was taken to :Chicago, and for
'even months was kept in bed. Dur-
ing this time he was under expert
care.
It was evident from, the first that
the backbone aeas daagerously injur-
ed, and it was thought the spine was
affected and that death might ensue
at any tine. •Fle was kept in braces
of leather and steel until released
irony the care of physicians.
lie appeared strong, and was pro-
nounced well by the doctors. The
young man attended school after that.
and until about two years ago lived
in the east. Since his arrival here
he ha, been running an elevator.
Pott's disease, which physicians
thirrk is the cause of the change in
Walter's physical structure, corrodes
the hone. It does not stop in its rav-
ages until the part attacked is decom-
posed. It is not likely to spread be-
yond the spot in which it begins.
FON DU LAC GIRLS DEEP
IN PAJAMA MYSTERY.
Fond Du Lack, Wis., ,Nov. 17.—"I
would like to look at some pajamas,"
said a 'popular young Fond du Lac
'girl as she approached a clerk in a
local mercantile establishment recent-
ly. Her embarrassment was plainly
visible in the further remark:
"You see, I have, a cpusin in 'Oak-
fiad arid I want -to make hirri a pres-
ent. I would like two suits on ap-
proval and he will keep the orti that
pleases.
Clerks in the store, comparing
• notes later, found that other young
'women had pajamas out on approval
and noticed all were returned with
requests for credit slips. Saturday
;two clerks, each employed in neigh-
'boring shops, met, and in the course
of conversation pajamas were men-
tioned, and investigation revealed that
a number of places had been visited
by certain members of the fair sex
in quest of pajamas.
Monday afternoon when the last
article had been returned to the
counter a clerk caught the envelope
of a photographer. His suspicions
were aroused. •
"Filad your pictures taken, did you?"
"0, did the photographer tell you?"
was the unguarded exclarnatiost. "We
told 'him we would kill him if he made
this known.'
,Now certain young mg( are on a
still hunt to land what must be a very
interesting photograph and -several
fair darrisels are in a state borderuag
on nervous prostration.
a
A former lieutenant of the French
Seventy-eighth regiment of the line,
Materice Hiset, has fought a duel
with one of his former colleagues, re-
ceivinteg a wound in the arms. As soon
as he recovers another will challenge
him. He may lire tohfight them all.
He wrote a 1onk about life in a
French garri. town.
11
thilai it a happy marriage?"
"It depends on how you toole
She has everything to nuke her from the late Czar of Russia, who
happy except her husbands"—:Cleve- wee fondly attached to his beautiful
land Plain Dealer. cousin.
The Two Bishops.
!Bishop Joseph VVihrier of Louisiana
and Bishop Richard Wilmer of Ala-
bama are cousins and intimate
friends, In their travels in Italy one
summer the Bishop of Alabansi was
pointing out with enthusiasm certain
architectural beauties. The Bishop of
Louisiana wa.s bored. He said:
• ". It's all very fine, Cousin Dickl,
hut, nevertheless, a rich fiekii, frag-
rant with the orclor of new mown
hay, would please me better"
And the Bishop of Alabama re-,
plied: "Cousin Joe, there's not an
aft in all Italy that would not agree
with you."
Original St. Veger.
The original St. Leger, from pie
racing point of view, was Col: An-
thony St. Leger of Parktrila near
Doncaster, Who founded today's great
race in 1776—four years before the
first Derby. But there were °thin,
original St. Legers before him who
would be much astonished at the
fame of rhtir name on this particular
day. There was the first St. Leger
established in England, Robert, whom
tradition cedits not only With liaving
come over with the conqueror from
Caen, but without having supported
William with his 'hand as he landed.
Four hundred years earlier lived the
very' first St. Leger, or Leodegarius,
a Prenclhersan of noble birth and great
sanctity, who becartie Bishop of An-
trim, and had his eyes put out and
was eventually matt-dared in the
chutse of the struggles that centered
arerund the French throne of tied*,
days. After 'him many churches and
towns and the family of Robert and
Anthony were named.— London
Oman ice.
—
The Queen of Greece is devoted to
the sea, and she is new' hzppir than
when she is cruising about on her
yacht with her husband, King
George. She bears the distinction of
being the only lady admiral in the
at it wortd, having tecehred this hoinorl
CONVICT KEPT, UP
JUDICIOUS DEALS.
Till His Death in the Pen in Order
To Provide Well For His
Family.
'Pittsburg, Penn., Nov. 17.--George
Merkle, a murderer, is dead iii River-
side penitentiary. A remarkable
story of thrift has been brought to
light through -the distribution of his
estate.
Meriale, who was serving a seven-
teen year senteoce for the erehder of
John Genlcinger at Newcastk, left a
foeturo of faomoo to be ,ciistribated
equally among his-three diughters at
. .
Newcastle.
'Merkle WAS one of the most intel-
ligent convicts in the Western peni-
tentiary, and -his foatune was ace
cisrmilated after he had been placed'
behind the bars. He kept track of all
business affairs in the outside world
and dirgctecl judicious real estate in-
vestments through his attorney. It
wash,, object to have his family well
taken care of, as he never hoped to
leave Or prison alive.
A skirt time ago aterldle'e wife died
in an insaine asylum, where she had
been sent soon after his sentence.
She los' her (nand through worry over
her husband's crime. The estate
handed down to the children consists
of att,000 in real estate and $9,00re
in good bonds. •
A REPUBLIC FOR HOLLAND.
Queen Wilhelmina Would Prefer
That to a German Prince Suc-
ceeding Her.
Friends of Queen VOithelmina
she bus, taken to heart of late the
grave question -.raised by the absence
af an .heir to the throne, and bias often
been heard to enclaim in pitiful ac-
cents: rlf I die, what will happen to. .
the country?" She is incliired to boo' •
tress athe proposal already made by.
politiimians to modify ths constituticeada
in order that congress may hive pow-
er to override the normal law of svc-'
cession in the event of there being no
direct heir to the thronosays The
etagto cable to the New Yeah World.
The heir presumptive, the grand
duke Of &ex./Weimar, would have to
resign his own decty to accept the
throne of Holland, and this-he would
refese to do, being a quiet mien,
shrinking" from state and trouble. He .
fa:aims, the heir is Prince •Merie of •
Saxelleuss, who is highly teepoptilar
and 4116 is, thought to he :capable if
practically selling Holland to the a
Kaiser.
It is remarked that the :jingo Gees
man National, Zeitung recently inaug-
urated a campaige in favor' of the,
Germanization of Holland, one of the,
steps being for the' BrInce of Reuss a-
l() ant* a residence there and angle'
f °A,popularity.
The Qween Si believed to prefer the
unpleasant idea of Holland becoming
a republic rather than that a Gerpian
prince should reign aver her power-
less dominions. Care is said to be
wearing' her dawn more 'than is rea-
sonable vriben she is so young and the
trouble appears so remote.
Each man Has His Mission.
Lowell once said: "No man is
born lino this world Whose woria was
not born with hire
Every man has a mission in the
worldeaa life of duty , to perform.
Mjan's first duty is hi decide ttpOn
what.. he ,•ouight to do, and what he
c.en best do, and then do something.
Re is, not to walt for things to teen
Ur. but the Tether is' to turn them
up. Where duty calls the true man
is never wanting.
S
ail
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a•••• Ositipte, wss rejetted by an over-
altelmina vote ; and that very decis- vote again
. railitp1 siteeees of some look does not i !Tiff Ore. W • 111're
tO the cra ilk of Kentitelcaoihe- eene for fi nanci sei ze • 1.4re al' otly a
A' 
a likelihood of - y•thx;rg .ne kind or-
' tin .reendment was
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tWatterson "that under ceating con- $.i.so Hair Brush . 51.00
, edi not only by ministers of Louisville
rids an alarm that should be heed- 221bs for $1 ,5c Tooth Paste
Crystal Velvet .
ditions, politics is mei r :N. pitch" Si oo Bath Bruen .
ficial. They either prove up rascality 'but every minister in the state of
f 1 Kentucky, and by every liberty loving 
Complexion Brushes, Toilet Soap.
1 oi clear away the micerta tity o e ecodium which attacbes .victory at
the pas is the fear of rascality hav-
ing defeatta the will of the people.
te a travesty oa justice when the
laws help form this doubt in the
minds. nil the people, as has often
been the case lately in this state. The
citizen of our state. The disgrace and
trout being honest. The: greatest infamy now accomplished in the name
of politics is caused by reason of the
ministers and others of the decent eh--
entente of society refraining from
taking an active part in politics, and
turning it over to the lowest element
to take charge of and run as they
please. We think it a promise of bet-
ter things in the future, when we see
the very beet people in our towns.
coming legislature could do the state
cities and states taking an active in-
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Ballot Reform.
• "tie that lives!, by the sword shall
perish by the sword."
And Ave might fad, lie that thriv-
tali by' machine methods shall by
machine' mettiona be destroeed; .or,.
the party that reigneth by corruption
shall by corruption be destroyed.
,The detnititratie party of lientocky
not only/passed the Goebel election
law, but in a subsequent senate pt-
1.frm it actually placed the party
seal toroti it. only to h defeated at
the polls i November in the facenof
the ,fact that the law plated the con-
trol NA the election -in the hands of
the democrats. We are but quoting
history,
-1 •it sie aomatter ef history that tat
necy party quickly Nereaater repudi-
ated that law, for flit3 roora had been
mietalse the temper of the peo-
-pe on the subject. In place of that
law, however, that aiarty leave the
.f 'pen* one much film •Asn its faiee,d
hate wins no provisions to punish
tteeft...Vrand aftd corruption. At least
the decisions of the courts of
lecky have virtually so declared, for
time after time have thosie whet felt
aagrieved appealed to, the conanittees
and the courts for redrew, Wets yr
have never been /uccessfulr Tpe ern
has Mien raised front one ehd of the
state to the other about freed& and
cerraption at the poll% and die per)!
At net only believe it but the ma-
chine politicians actually boast of
,aaer it ia over With yet there is not
sa single case in Kentucky 're
election thief has been sent to the
s -penitentiary, whet* he bekensts. -
Now who i reeponeible for the*
condition's? 'If it be ',the dernot- raiic
panty, ient not time that the. leaders
open their eyes aransee the peril con-
fronting, the party? We think so.
There is an itromere elemalid fet
4`":11t•llOt reform. The demand, iron's
3 nd common sense wonlel
teatt the lam mak ra "liar if thee
ettesiniartae the people that they will not
• give thtin what they • wasit,Ithet the
ac in Kentucky who calimot read,
unle•se he be blind, is' hardly fit .for
the elective franchise. • Seth a, form
of ballot carries with it an education;
al qualification .and shuts out the ig-
norant, both Week and white. A bal-
lot so made up can be voted in less
than ties Minute% even if every office
in the state, coutay and city was to
he tilled, ad a man who cannot
spare five minute's once a year. at the
polls to vote, has no business voting
atiyhow; he's too busy to knew
what's goine on in the world. • ,
After giving the people a simple
form of blot the nest seed is to
pass stringent laws for the protection
o; the ballet. Let the taw be Main
and stirief and to the effect that the
four men in charge oa the polls will
be swiftly punished for any fraud or
theft. When that is done there, will
be np more eelling a voter when'she
comesi to vote that the has .already
voted. Such iticidents; and we have
heard are quite cot:nil-ion in Louis-
ville, but mean illat the election offi-
cers have knowingly permitted 'a
criminal to impersonate a voter. me
mietake the citizen makes when ro-
e
fteed a ballot on the g-founds "you
have voted," jails not having the 'four
election officer's indicted for permit-
ting an illegal vote to be cast, and
foe preventing a qualified voter from
voting. Such prictices will continue
until the- present election law as
changed so as to [Amish offense*
A law should also be enacted giv-
ing any candidate the right to tave
the ballot boxes opened.; and the bal-
lots recounted in the persence of the
county judge, or Imagistrate, and the
county attorney, the contestant pay-
ing a reasonable fee for the sitting
and the information revealed to be
certified to oby the judge and coat],
attorney, to be used in the court pro-
ceedings forithe.ofbce, and if the re.
turn's made by the election offities
-eve false, or the box stuffed, send
the fellows to the penitentiary.
Ballot reform on dm* lines will
c,,ou put a stop to corruption in
elections.
The ballot system is an right, 'only
the form of the ballot isecalculated to
cenfuse the average voter, andif vot-
ed other than "straight" it will coo-
fuse the majority of ekction offi-
erre.
The (k-ore of the people in for a
s'inpfe baHou and briell, plain and
setlicient laws to enable the courts, tin
detect and punish election offenders.
a Every citizen has ibe same right to
expect his vote to be counted as
east es he has for vete-et:ion when
;eating about the. streets on lawful
•nterfere with s the laegul pursuits of
inter:ere wit nthe lawfule pursuits of
another,'acpd the Iegietature as the
representatives of the people should
do their. whole duty towards the peo-
n
pie; and pays a law that will satisfy
the people that fee and honest eke-
liens shall prevail in Kentucky.
Tle state board
ri, sooners street in
zeta inst., to ---
en the 7th
amendment te
df election com-
Frankfort on the
o the vote dist
• _institutional
onesthe sviva
DIZZY? ReadThis " A 
friend of mine suffered with backache,
headache and dizzy spells, and seemed qt4te
worn out from menstrual troubles," writes Miss
G. N. Garrett, of Mayersville, Miss., -but she
took Cardul by my advice and is now well."
Are you dizzy? Does your head swim? Do your eyes blur? Is youf stomach sick?
In women, these symptoms are often sighs of disordered nervous system, or of liver or heart
trouble, brought on by carelessness in regulating the menstrual• functions. These functions
are even more important to women than the bowel functions to either sex. Even if there
is no stoppage, still, a gentle, cleansing, menstrual draught should be taken now and then—
every doctor will tell_you so. Otherwise the menstrual blood will decay inside you, and
will be absorbed into your system, causing such pain and suffering as will make you lose
alLintelrpg jn life+
• lrity: cure urself, take woman's best and safest remedy, menstrual cleanser, tonic'
and pain reliever is the old, reliable, time-tested medicine, which, for over 70 years, has
been a household word in America, viz:
WRITE US !RANKLY
In full confidence, telling as all your troubles, whatever
they may be, and stating your age. We will send you
valuable Free Advice, in plain sealed envelope. Address:
' Ladles' Advisary Dept., The Chattanooga Medicine Co.,
auatanooga, Tenn. TE CAROM Woman'sRelief
strong friends of the people of Nur-
'
Way liming the leaders of Sweden,
and it is not thought that Prince
Charles can, if he feels so inclined,
create a belligerent difference be-
tween the two people now.
•
A Buffalo, N. Y., discusser of eke-
tionhafeguards in a letter.fee a New
lora paper makes a very good sug-
geepon for an improvement. He
fevor* a law which wni cotnpel ewers-
voter registering to write ofown his
Vwe tome and address when' qualify-
ing himself and also tegieter his
name and address when appeering at
the polls to vote. It is thought that
this erode of registering arel voting
will go far to cue off the repeater or
anise voter,' and it doubtless would.
In some place', too, it would cut out
the illiterate voter with-out doubt.
• 
The investigatioas now going on
in New York and Philadelplra to
punish the repeaterT and banot box
stuffers and thieves promise to put a
number of the rascals in the; peniten-
tiariee If it was as, possible for
justice to be done in Louisville and
Memphis as appear. to be:the case
in other- cities siumseen tenine .61 the
election frauds in each of these places
would get good long terms, bat jus-
tice seems to 'have died out from the
two metroprobees specified.
Election contests are always benc-
rather some of its states and cities,
might learn a good lesson from "rot-
ten" Spain, it is clear.
the grave yards of, Russia promise
to be full before the people of the
country see the freedom for which
they have so marry years kurged.
Will Paducah's reform council give
the people any reform? It is to be
hoped this will prove the ca:e It
ivasocertainly t'h'e promise.
The butsters are busy and se are
the coroners.
Ministers in Politics.
(Benton Tribune.)
Mr. Motown, in a tbree-column
editorial on the "Preacher in Politica.*
anewers a paper read before the Lou-
isville Minister,' Association by L
Powell, pastor of the. rirst Christian
church. In the recent municipal elec-
tion in Louisville all the minister* uf
the city espoused the cause of the
rarioa party and took an active part
in the campaign.
In this editorial, Mr. Watterson
goes after the ministers of the city
and especially Dr. Powell. Among
many reasons that he assigns ',Ay a
preacher should not take part in pol-
itics, be says: "He whit dabbletb
with pitch shall be defiled, and under
prevailing conditions, politics is maie-
ly pitch."
This admission or assertion of Mr.
the statute- liooks, any law witch preachers or laymen.
vice- manner of 
-voting. The illt/n10- -makes fraud possible, ha' preventing
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of coffee Saturday. November 18 ,
--a—
to-th. Pail Lard red, 75e
3 ckages Oat Meal . • •25c
3 Pounds Kew Mixed Nuts • 50e
Bott:e Salted Pear*** only • 100
As good ad salted Aknomis.
34b. Sterne Jar Best Mince
nleat
r). Packsge Best, Mince
terest in politics, whether they he Meat 
Prinz Ketchup, 4 per ore
onir 
Ripple will at ence meke up their fort that the vote against the anrr e- is row the case, h action being ex-
atInclk that they will vete futon/eh' of eunt was not large enough to defeat cesed on constructak of the laws by
t it, the idea having prevailed that ithe enter natty who ' Swill give' the je- the highest court of the state.
lief soaight. 
,
neat spiel to the dierienir ref Ken-
tucky democrats, that a vikotons ef-
fort wls made to go back to the. vive
vece lystem of Voting, a sestem hane
took a two-third 4te to carry the ,
amendment when it only take's a ma- There is an intimation in New
)(tray vote. The people Woukt do Yark of a financial experience simi-
welt- to kap close te on the count lar to that of 1892. Money is high
of this vote or
Chi the 28tla to lea h3 g which Shaw is in the big metropolis investi-
Olt awake on call antleitard to set.. Secretary
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL E, TATE AGENCY'
tALYUCAH REAL its-c,i'r WESTERN KENTUC:KY FARM EAST
MONTHLY PAVIA:Mt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WES "ERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL, AND PRICY. LIST
Fan TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
CM" q WarITILOSOILL. ets...tuweit. le•
FINE GRANULATED' HAYES
I s DC AR Free Delivery— Teletmone 756.11.11.11•••, 25c Talcum  15.15C Tooth Brush .
DON'T FORGET THE PLACE
AND PRICES.
Hayes'
Seventh
3ot and
we Broadway.
25e: t cent each. d p one go6-red.
ENTS TO Nap ROOSEVELT Pa'ekag•cs 
1 lb Can Muttoo Cheo Tern 4.7 ania•nninarnannenMansesloalni
Valuation Will Scarcely Exc•ed Few Snags faer can  71.4)0!
Thousand inenars, Say Off.cers. Jena, ilayors 2 Packages lrie!
Wachingtoti
ination and appeals. -oat of 
ents remised by Miss A"(
velt -.ring her v;44 to r. •
The .•eam- I
e people out 
.egan. T-since discarded by cverg, state la the 
•V•
-grea6., eeesie4,is • 
'ant •
Union—this for the purpose of anahl-,1 
„sr ,-.`21%•ril, the ereseeteene area will union.-
jog.et he mac hi ne cans ro woe 3 announcement,- winch ha, • 11 • T' ene viottennela ne-P'""" if A
(bold on the peoples—but h; is slight feat in spme sres . a
i" the Peelssie has atouts-ed the vot detilegve one. The 'machi
ne" at the currihg. 
-r
1 eta to become more
otarat for aance f
In the first place
tr ruled for the vote,'
eliddre or phlitician.
, .
'
of the ioeern-
active in the de- capital favored -the 
amendment and me oeeven .
Gent. .4 the people . the Mate have just e....,. et. Louie are rob-
the belie is in- cause 
to feaqhe canvassing o fth
• 'g poll en in that
' In, Louisville the sejee claire
and not t can-
It is-the meth-
- d adopted and by whick the voter
• l4ay make known his, choice for offi-
cerse to 4erve people. 4This".,is the
"function the ballot is to ptrform Ind
no otiose That being true-the ballots•
shoind be arranged' in the eiteptest
intin4r- pottible so that the' voter
may nave vAltabever in
expect* nn hate. Chalice. This, can. be
no. ISev se'acirig'salia osseif
A.
cars.; ; aue ire a certain officif 'tinder
that one heed; the fist il.ncheellithyd-
ginniug with i the 'high* izOott.
Al4ed And on down An- the
Lease off 'all marks Would
at ; rate if' evadidate's polfflep and then
,the voter can stamp after swine ;
f every mart for wlx*n tier es toi
!lt,. If he cannot. 'react" dip!, Juss
•illisfortune, and a perset st
vote thereon/no-
' The a)orwegiatis have not, only s
tied that they want a monarchial form
t of gonernersent, but they have cliosett
Ihinee Cheeks of Denmark as tbe4r
ruler by a "Ay decisive vote,/ The
prince hag alio accepted the honer
l and will* edam go to Norway and be
, crowned. The selection of Charles
I is received with mixed feeling by the
,ppeople of, Sweden though they do
not fear any ftstAer aeparittirm from
the Norwegian, that, s elrea.1 •
case. Prince Cirarles won the favor
the Norwegians and - disfavor of
Swedes by hisproposal lend
his assistance to them in battle if
they ha4' to defend themselves
against the Swedes when war wale so I
much talked ii;f at the ouielt of the
"divorce" treavernent,of the tevii goy-. •
cements. Herenever,. there are Many
M
t this
,aia annn nt is no
eeople arc' doing worse, but the
police, Who seem to stand in with
the,thieves, escape the -hokleops. It
7,11 needless to say something is
wrong wbfre snob oceurrences are
possible
if the revolutionists of the isle of
Pines don't took out they will find
there is more significance in the
---ae ',le thia at nret
lssieehie The goeernirseilt Of Cube
.1 .
may prove a barn Master, he people
having received instructions, under
some modern brutes as how to con-
trol so-called unruly subjecte
Spate:a governinent which is said
to be decayed, annuls decamps when
it is. evident that the ballot boxes
have 'been "stuffed." This country, Or
praise the geode on their foreign, erten
mercial value. Only about one-third
of the boxes have been opened, and
Coilector Nyman and Ins staff are
-said to be somewhat siorpegeed. as the
valuation of their contents will ex-
ceed scarcely a few thousend dol-
lar,.
Althongh the presents have laid in
the strong room of the basement of
the Creorgetnam promoffice
in which the customs hoes(' is locat-
ed, for throe weeks, Reflected slay and
night. there issno effort to get rid of
them quickly. When the preeident
insteected that no special hurry Was
desneel, and that they should take
te r ••• 1 r4e-
, 11P ir at le 1/ I to atrpraieing
ehtelaree amount of teoelfmnslisse that
already had arrived. ,They were mitt-
wally busy, owing to the importa-
tion of Christmas goods.
As the work of appteieing Misa
Remseveles presents as being (tone
along witth, the other work of the of-
Fee, it doubtful if the lso4t box will
finer been exemifted and the valua-
tion fixed before next week. Miss
Room-reit, who is on a visit to rela-
•
.t) C •
to ee TT up t
. which the
hale
SC Ve Ii
4 went shape
and other *At • 1144.10 of the visi
which resulted in a social conceit-se
of the far East by the presidentai
daughter. '
The ctistenn4encia1e say the task
is anything but or easy one, owing 333 B'to tile necessity laid on them to ap-
Old h
tle
I 
TeL 758 7th and Broadway.
Blue Points at Ragans Laic today.1-aunty MarithmarlOw Cookies,  01 'h
i THE ONLY TEA
_ 
tives in Massicheisetts, •
be home in time to rec
the White Howse. Som
erne she 'ham not yet see
one 1179.
At the
GREAT PACIFIC
86 COFFEri
" N Y
SECRETARY DIFFERS
WITH PRESIDENT.
Chicago, Nov. 17.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington says:
D.fference of opinion appear -to ee-
l* between the president and his sec-
retary of the navy on the subject cif
easel ore-entre Tie est i.4 et
, ern iseging thi trecesety nit, a big
nnvy and pushed his views at the
time to a point 'where he could not'
get congress ,to follow 'him.
Secinetery Ronsipsrteia opposed tc;
this. The -secretary has decidkd to
turn down the recommendation of
the brier() of which Admiral Dewey
is preslaent for the construction .of
three my/ battleships. This plan was
adopted 'by the general board'to Sup-
port the president's known wishes.
•••••••••"416•01. • • s..11•1
Find a- Way or Meke One. ,
The young men have it within
their power to become whatever they
choose to &conic. Think you are
able, is almost to be so in every un-
diertaking, The life dominated by an
invincible purpose can know no de-
feat. Ife -who would wear the spurs
mint win them, and the world is
ready to applaud ,when the man who
finds no way, melen (,ne.
•
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PADUCAH MAN.
Lamest Stock Lowest Prices Satistoction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers 
The Paducah Furniture, Manufacturing Go.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS X 
MR. CALVIN HENDRICK IS SE-
LECTED CHIEF AT BAL-
TIMORE.
Schmedie, of Louieville, John) Hig-
man, of St. Joseph, Mich.., and Mr.
Samuel P. DeKoocep, of Sturgis, Ky.,
arrived 'here yesterday and held a
conference, they being operators -of
coal mines. The business dieeniae,d
eas private.
Sold Barber Shop.
Mr. Frank L. Smith has -sold his
President Vance and Seereaary Elli- barber shop on; Third niear Broadway
on, of Waterways' Association, to Mr. 11. J. Book-hammer, who will
Come Here Today. take charley Monday. The new own-
ler 'haw been Nrockinv at the Palmer
;shop for some month,.
A dispatiO to The Register from
Baltimore, ., last night stated that ,
- Mr. .g.aleins, endricke had been ap-;
pointed as ief 'et:tint-et for the big
sanitary sewerage syeteni to be laid
ander the . street* of that metropoli-
tan city, at the cost of millions of
dollars. The apteeistinant is receiv-
ed here eitth much pleasure by, the
many kiends of the exoert engineer,
. who has born and reared in the city
of. flat/wale lie being a grandson of
the Rev. J. T. Hendricks, for years
pastor -of the First Presbyterian
church, which at that time stood on
South Third street across from the
lit nneberger homesteall.
Thst MAY engineer was one of the
princ'pal &Ajmer. of The New York
-uhhay raeway, mei his work there
preveil himself a great man of -shill
and ingenuity. He win start the Bo!
timere work off right 'away.
Officials Coming.
Preohltitt Joh* Vino' and Secre-
tary J. Frank' Ellison, of the Ohio
Val ley I neirovenient Aesoc lotion ,
will arrive here this morning _et 8
o'clock from Cairo,' where the teeter-
Pig ways orgapiaation held its annual
conveseind several days ago. The
e t()officials will rennin here until
noon -conferring with -the local steam
boat and busier** men regarding the
improvements needed for the greet
Ohio" river. At noon the tem pro-
cefd on to their home in Cincinnati.
150.
15t
L.00
50t
150
250
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'Telephone People.
The-new owners of the Independ-
ent Telephone company of elk city
yesterday held a meeting and out-
Fried many improvements that are
t be made in piecing the service on
,tiba Last steadied opssible. Those
here were President J. E. Bergen,
Mr. J. D. Powers. a Loeiserille tele-
phone loan, WT. E. L. icarSer ad
Mr. J. C. Monteith, haler oVBirin-
inglusin. Ala, and other of Watteau,
Ohio, They intend making many ad
dithers to the eervke, and after the
meeting +Keefel of those these left
for Rieminighant and other poiets
-where they operate lines.
-:...„,Tearing Wall Down.
Yestlirdty mooning the. Writers
pcommetwed tearing down the eloht
-foot brick well which divided the
postoffice grouse, from the get tscds
occoprot by the old livery stable
which has now been torn down on
Fitsh street to make loons for the
lloyme the Elks ledge will put up on
saint. The wall will be down by en-
day. It was put trp along the dividittg
property we when the old stable
owes there, so as to CODCir 31 the tie-
:sightly side of the old shack from
peddle gaze. • •
Contractor Katterjnhise expects to
comenefice laying the .foundation for
the.. Ellis' home sewne time next
week.
Working on Addition.
The carpenters and bricklayers
are now at work on the or -foot
• be made OD the Starks-Ull-
man ea y plant on Norte Eighth
oitrect. It will be the first oi the
year before same is eftlepleteet and
ready for the by the firm, which was
in need of more room.
New Partosr.
Mr J. M. Miller has arrived from
Washington. D. C.. and entered the
piano and TD116iC business with his
brother, Alderinani-elect Ws Mil-
ler, of Broadway between Fth and
Sixth streets. Tlei former i s ex-
cellent businceS ma IT whet, teal made
his 'home ti the national capitol for
quite a while. ear41/Pis a vsturcipacquisi-
tiolit to the depart merit
of the city
Gees tia'41il!
Mr, Jolla Meluoor, the widely
known newspaper man formerly of
berth prrei TedqnkIllp of, 74 =Fay,
today goes to At `Listst to wher;pf a
respeneible position on the Post-Dit
patthp Ant '14.8he tartest nretrophhe
tan rri—es O Northweo
Moved the Stock.
Mr. John Doherty, who bought the
W. K. Ptrage stock of clothing, ints
moved same fronethe building at 318
Broadway, to his own airy goods and
notion establistnnent in the next
Mock between Second and Third
streets. Mr. Doherty bought the
stock at 'sheriff's sale.
SEWERAGE MAINS
CONTRACTOR OARDNER WENT
BACK TO HOPE.INSVILLE
LAST NIGHT.
They Now Have Six Miles of Mains
Down, and Will Finish Work by
Middle of Decter.ber.
Contractor George Gardner, of the
Robertson & Gardner firm, arrived
bere jestecday morning Ind returned
Last night to Hopkinsvilif. where they
ere putting down the /minter, sewer-
age spews for the private corpora-
tion that hosallit the public franchise
for same.
The contracture have been there
'since the first of September only, but
; despite this fact have laid six miles,
;or little over 4)0,000 feet of pipe, and
! that down underneath a street through
'which runs a strata of thick wont
they had to dynamite and !flow oft
before it hated be gotten rid of. The
strata retarded for many feet along
the differegt biocke but the big force
of Men used she expbeivc promisee;
cooly and finally forced their way
ttirough..
There is to he nine miles of the sys-
tem altogether at present, bat .when
the city gross' soffihently to demand
extenbiono made to the system, this
vri'l be done.
The people of Hopkinsrille realize
the value of, the sanitary sewers, a-,
everybody is Making preparations of
their own rothiols to connect. Here
in Paducah ordinances have to be
adopted compelling connection with
the mains.
'W. Gardner believes they will hare
the entire contract eompleted by the
middle of next ritiottlimoidite they
bring their contracting outfit- back to
this city. .
BULL FIGHT
WAS WITNESSED BY SOME'
AMERICANS NEAR MEXI-
CAN BORDER.
Matadors Wounded.,. Women Faint
and Americans Leave, but Mexi-
cans See If Out.
Chicago, Nov. 17.-- \ dispatch from
El Paso, Tex, says: At the hoe fight
at Citified Juarez,* yesterday, given
for the A m ericatry ',mining convention,
there was a panic when Felix Robert,
the French matador who claim's-to be
Use only matador of that nationality,
was tossed in the air and carried' from
the arena, bruised and bleeding.
-Litter the satne made a run
and plunged its long, ehasep horns
tleougli Matador Frani-hi:so Akinzio
tosteirg him hato the air first.
Oben detporghoz him about the ring,
Weed rietantlinev from the Around* in
the man's bort-ie.
'hho spectators ..ishelieci at the ight
las) homen feinted and scheme to
be carticd, out.
The arena Was packed. with Arieri-
can, isncisk caerOt ,s06M4 tf the 1-414-
e4 Stift*" 4titvv• had ever
*leen a bug fight, and for a time the
rfittiali!en prams rtrionso Mar, fret,
• .1 . ,
fe, "1" • ./YVEI tOtill,t" ft :I v.CS Immo, whitee m marry: in.
tralctisorwtrcafitriewail!, wLeuii o as
real
cl Mr.
totgelase,Vviq,.editor of the i teot tory' had okra,*ueil  enotigh
News-Thott Oast r.f fht: 114ttkin. and 'pettish- national
And reelieleet rrwlifoloe* "ak t° 'soot, althonsth this vote ossify the see-
• tie ettort - . owl bull sp bor slaughter out of tilt
I
CAW Operators.
wends. W. S. Mpnitz arid Joseph Subscribe for The Register,
mak ',A titenritj
et)nsciotts.
d but
deciding
four irriarisrd for the mettle', swnrd.
RESTING WELL
LITLE MISS SASSEEN IS DO-
ING NICELY AT PHELPS
HOME.
Reuben Ross Has Returned to Liv-
ingston County From Texas—
Misheps Occurring.
Little Miss Wiliteknina Sasseen, of
Portageville, NW)., is resting well at
the home of her aunt, Mrs. Bass
Phelps, of Thirteenth and Tehnessee
streets. She is the child whose leg
Was broken several days ego in the
elevator at the/ Rhodes-Burford es-
tablishment, and she says the tolored
porter put her on the elevator by her-
self, started it up to the third floor.
and When she tried to get off her kg
was/caught.
Came Back Home.
Reuben Ross has returned to his
home in Livingston county from, Tex-
as. where he went for his health,
which is improved. He is the boy
given a long sentence for killing
Watier Hooks near Grand Rivers,
but a pardon was granted him on ac-
count of consomption.
Killed by Wagon.
-Wlord from Carlisle county is thaf
Bud Alleock was moving his. house-
hold goods along a road from one
point ati another, when his looses ran
away-, threw him out, and his neck
was broken by the wheels passing
over hint He was killed. He is 35
years old and a SOD of Mr. T. E. All-
cock of near Medici.. Graves county,.
and had trainy relatives in this coun-
ty.
Mr. Cowper Hurt
Word torn Smitleand is that
Wednesday night Mr. R. B. Cowper,
the ex-sheriff of that place, was up on
a ladder at his home when he fell andl
Ppainfnlly injured himself, but no
bones were broken. ,
He is one of the best known men
of that county, being father of Edit
Cowper and a man' quite prominont
in public life.
Little Better.
Mr. John Porteees continue,. im-
proving at hie home on West Trim-
ble street, this morning early his con-
dition being tope better.
Galvanized Rubber Roefing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old shingle % requires no coating or
paint. Ford) Mahufacturing Co.; Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
Judge Barker, of The court of ap-
'eel*, handed down a decision in
while; he held that the arbitrary ex-
pulsion of a pupil by trashes furnish-
ed groans, for e gal retirees.
The official majority of E.J. Denip
sey, democratic rape-elect of Via-
cirineti, is 3,t53o and hie phinillikyoorer
Gordon, republican, is 6,Soo.
Sillheeoo. .10msoms
ENGLERT
AND
BRYANT
SATURDAY ,PECIALS
Fancy Florida Oranges, dos ..15e
Fresh Sinoked Calumet Hams,
per prrund 11 Vat
Fancy Wine Sap Apple-so per
peck 450
Bananas, per dozen 104
Fancy Catawba drapes, pr
basket ' . 20t
150
150
250
Fancy Dill Pickles, per. gal. • 
-254fr
Pancy Sour Pickles, per gel ! 2150
Fr, r7lftec
•
2 Packages Macaroni for 
2 Packages Stiefthetat ikn  
3 Packages Virginia Sweet Pan
Cake Fleur for 
INI1
III MI
AMEN
REMEDIES
INI MB WO III IM
UN UN, NI
Every family has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon which they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctorst prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's
supply of these remedies now.
J. II. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
. HAVE ARRIVED
-----4
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suiting* for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now, and
avoid the rush.
DICKE CRS BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
16 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid
Magnificent, But Not Was.
The concluding performance
what appears otherwise to have been
an excellent and V e r y- creditable day
of cavalry maneuvers in Berkshire THE TIME
seems to have been a brilliant absurd-
ity; and, according to one account,
Sir Jethn French ordered the troops
home in wrath. ‘'bat had happentd
was an evhilarments up. hill against
strong inteenehments in broad day-
light -Balaclava tactics of a practical-
ly hopeless hind under modernhondi-
Oions. In the actual circumstances, of
course, these /etopops get there all
right; there was itothing to Prevent count t
them doing so except commands t,,
halt, which, kettle enthestasm ; • watch it grow.
moment, passel unheeded.' but in
"the real thing," against Railed In-I We pay 4 per ct.
trench-mins, to speak-'wel'l i there!
on dwould have been sorntbing more than
DON IIRERTO
WHITE DEER 116 S.4th St.
THE ONLY SALOON IN THE UNITED STA,TES OF AMERICA
THAT HANDLES ONE (1) BRA4D OF WHISKY,
The Celebrated Willow Springs, Coon
Hollow, Nelson Co., Ky.,
BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
THE ONLY GUARANTEE THAT THE POOR MAN HAS EQUAL
TO THE RICH MAN, BECAUSE UNCLE SAM PUTS THE U. S. A.
STAMP OVER THE NECK OF EVERY BOTTLE. I HAVE NOTH-
ING IN BULK, IN BARRELS OR JUGS TO REFILL THESE BOT-
TLES, THEREFORE EVERY BOTTLE THAT IS EMPTIED, THZ
STAMP AS WELL AS THE LABEL IS SCRATCHED BEFORE N.
OTHER BOTTLE IS OPENED; THUS WE OPEN A FRESH BOT-
TLE EVERY TWgNTY (70) MINUTES.
REMEMBER THAT MY PRICES FOR PURE WHISKY (GUAR-
ANTEED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
10c Per Drink, $1 Per Quart,
50c Per Pint, 25c Per Half Pint
FOR THE SAME AS YOU WOILD PAY FOR ARTIFICIAL COM-
POUNDED OR RECTIFIED WHISKY; WHY DRINK THE POISON-
OUS STUFF WHEN YOU CAN GET PURITY AT THE
WHITE DEER
REMEMBER EVERYTHING IN MY HOUSE IS UNION, MY FUR-
NITURE IS MADE BY UNION WORKMEN; MY WHISKY LS
MADE BY THE UNION; ALL MY CIGARS ARE UNION MADE—
FROM 5e to VW- STRAIGHT; ALL MY BOTTLED AND
DRAUGHED BEER BEARS THE UNION LABEL; ALL MY SO-
DAS, GINGER ALE, SELTZERS AND COKE ARE UNION MADE;
MY ASSISTANT IS A UNION BARKEEPER; MY PORTERS ARE
UNION AND THE UNION LABEL HANGS OVER THE BAR.
" THE PROPRIETOR BELONGS TO THE GRANDEST UNION
IN THE WORLD, THE UNION OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, THE GRANDEST UNION OF THE WORLD.
GOD BLESS HER. YOURS,
DON GILBERTO
NOW IS
To begin saving
money for Christ-
mas. Start an ac-
oday and
an "unfortnnate incident," in all prob- eposits.
ability. There was a performance of
'this kind, at the king's review at
Alders:tot, but what happens ra show
-occasions is no thle- --for wax, which
maneuvers arc meant ,to -resemble.
:However. the Kaiser -Tor one,who
loves to windup "maneuvers with a
.terrific ca.intlry rusk headed by him,-
See knows that the joy of the thing
is inresistble. — London • Pal ,Mali
Gazette. .1
Mechanics'
& Farmers
Saving
Bank,
227 BROADWAY.
A Tokio, Japhe paper says that the - --
Catholics have the; Isostst ntrnvber fif We have e'm to sell—you want
converts in that kind of any foreign 'em—S-A Plush Robes, $2.50 to Sm.
taith Powell-Rogers Co. '
Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MAD*
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-.
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soe.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts. phone see,& Clay Zee, phone 0.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THZ
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PEW
FECT HEALTH.'
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Fresh Dried Ilerrine, otir dcO• • 100 if
°Floe Fanciest Open Kettle Mil- i
lasers ever sold in Paducah,
'"""PeeThIllon— 650
3 Packages Nabisco Wafer. ..250
Englert & Bryanti
119 South 2nd St.
ol Shoes
They are the Kind that
..wear well and Always
Look Neat And Dressy.
• Oin rih Ai iAISA.1.114variDLE
Lendler & Lydon
, 309 BROADWAY
'Phone orders receive Prompt Attention 'Phone 675
111. WW1
gOFFICERS ROBBED
WHIEVES VISIT HOMES OF OF-
FICER ROGERS AND DE-
TECTIVE BAKER.
Fl
iThe Prowlers Seem to be Around All
Over the City Lately With
Their Pilfering.
Yesterday morning Officer Gus
Rogers of the police force discovered
that during the night before burglars
broke through the lattice porch at
his home on Eighth and Clay streets,
and stole three pounds of butter, a
basket of potatoes and other eatables
that had been left on the porch for
breakfast and dinner yesterday. The
thief prized open the door in effect-
ing his entrance.
Some months ago Patrolman Wild
3ohnson, the side partner of M.
Itogers, lost his canary bird by theft
from the front porch, and at"that time
Mr. Johnson accused the other officer
of taking same. Now Petro!Irian
Rogers gets back at his pal alai is
telling everybody that Mr. Johnson
-stole all his good thing's to eat.
After the theif ransacked the porch
-of Officer Rogers, he went next door
and stole a pitcher, saucer and other
things from the rear porch of De-
tective William Baksr.
It seems the sneaks are prowling
sronod everywhere and stealing what
they can lay their hands on, and a
timely warning is for everyone to
keep things locked good and secure.
Every night reports come from first
one section and then another, of par-
ties sneaking around the rear prem-
ises and taking what they can find.
FIVE LOSE LIVES IN
TENEMENT HOUSE FIRE.
Origin of the Fire Believed to Be
Work of Incendiaries.
New York, Nov. 16.-Fire persons
'were killed, several injured and a
half hundred rescued from death by
Aremen and police from a tenement
house which was destroyed by fire
whit-h it is supposed was started by
an incendiary this morning. The
dead are Artirra Lorea, Joseph Ran-
dazzo, and three who are not yet
identified. When the firemen arrived-
the people who had been driven to
the roof fought frantically to go
down ladders. Women and children
were literally pitched into the arms
of the firemen below. Antonio Lo-
presto ,thie lessee of the house toed
the police he had received four
Black Hand' letters in the last few
anomie, demanding $2,000 on penalty
of harm. He believes the fire was
carrying out the threat in etre letters.
The police are investigating the mat-
ter.
POOL IN COTTON.
'Southern Cotton Association Will
Hold 3,000,000 Bake at 15 Cents. •
New Orleans, Nov. 16-Following
the arrival of President Harvie Jor-
dan. the Southern Cotton Association
today perfected plans for the taking
off the market of 3,000,000 bake of
cotton by means of a series of pled-
ges which the farmers will sign them
-selves, stating their names and ad-
dress and the amount of cotton they
will thus hold. The cotton held will
cot be sold for any leg, than 15
cents a potent. A representative of
the association is to be sent int() ev-
ery one of the 817 cotton-producing
counties of the cotton belt at once.
When the pledges are signed they
will be sent to the central office of
the association in Atlanta. President
Jordan lays that 'half of the crop has
already been sold at an average of
in cent, and the spinners must have
all the remainder. Hebe heves that
v5 cents for the remainder is a fair
price, and it will only average the
grimier* 12T,/, cents., while they have
based all their calculatiosis On 14
etev` cotton
American Capital in Mexico.
(St. Louis Globe-Democrat.)
The latest cetimate of American
capital invested in Nrexico is $7oo,-
voo.000. It is lest, than twenty-five
years since Americans began to put
money into Mexican properties and
more than half the investments have
been made within the last seven
years. The movement has- proceeded
quietly and without the sensational
'features of a boom.. Large business
chances in Mexico -have been investi-
gated from time to time by our
capitalists and before many years
their holdings in that country will
-pass the $1,000,000,000 mark.
George B. Cox, Cincinnati's beaten
boss, began life .as a bootblack. When
Ise went into the butcher business and
ahroost immediately began to be
prominent in politics. When Foraker
was governor he made Cox il inspec-
tor, and out of this offic e is be-
lieved to have node a lot ey.
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CITY TEACLERS GO OUT TO
HENDRET 'S IN THE COUN-
TY TODAY.
MCKinley Roe -n Will be Fumigated
Today by 1.ealth Officer-Notes
From the Schools.
Today Vile c- unty, teachers hold an
institute at tht school house out in
the county at Hendren's, and a large
number of the city educators have ar-
ranged to go out and participate in
the gathering, several of them being
down on the programme. They will
go out in rigs and return late this
afternoon.
Did Not Fumigate.
Superintendent Lieb of the city
public schools, \ as unable to locate
Health Officer t -flees yesterday and
have him fuel.: c the third grade
room at the MkKinley building in
Medhanicstterg, where the little Moss
child went to school. She went home
Wednesday morning and took sick
that afternoon with scarlet fever,
and the superintendent wants the
reom fumigated, and all probable
germs killed. He will see..Dr. Graves
today and :have this done.
Charlotte, the little daughter of
Lawyer Charles K. Wheeler, is con-
fined with the fever at their home on
Fifth and Kentucky avenue. She at-
tends the first grade at the Longfel-
low building, taught by Miss Larkin,
but as the child was out three days
before she took ill, -there is no ne-
cessity of fumigating that-room.
Interesting Meeting.
The teachers of the schools held
their monthly meeting yesterday af-
ternoon at the Washington building,
and someainteresting reports and dis-
cussions were heard in their study of
MIcMurtray's Method of Recitation,
which is their topic for perusal this
scholastic year.
Gettieg Better.
Miss Clara Anderson continues im-
proving front the severe attack of
bronchial trouble she sustained, and
will be well enough to resume her
teaching Mionday.
Economical Move.
(Yesterday there was- put in the of-
fice of Stmerintendent Lieb a com-
bination water and gas heater that
will save in fuel. The superintend-
ent's .office is in the room used by the
trustees when they hold the monthly
-meeting. The building is heated
with furnaces, and to furnish enough
'heat for the trustees' assembly roam
the nights they net, the furnace has
to be kept going in fun blast, warm-
ing the whole house. By patting in
the gas heater it will warm this one
room, and the furnace tire will not
have to be kept goinrg on these nights.
Fine Orchestra.
Yesterday morning at the opening
of school the high school orchestra
rendered several very charming pieces
and the novelty proved quite pleasant
for the students and teachers. The
orchestra is composed of nine of the
finest young 'musicians attending the
school. •
DROP A PEBBLE IN TH' WATER
Drop a pebble in th' water, Jes' a
splash an' it's gone,
lInt th' half a hundred, ripples circlin'
on an' on an' on.
Spreadin', sive/Win' from the center,
flowin' on out to the sea,
An' tlf ain't no way cr? tellin' where
th' end is gout' to be.
Drop a pebble in th' water-in a
minute ye forget
But ties little waves a flowin', an' th's
riggles cirelin' yet;
All the ripples flowin', flowin' to a
mighty wave has grown,
An' ye disturbed a mighty river jes'
by dropttin' in a atone.
-mew
Drop an tinkind word, or carless-in
mutate it is gone,
RIO th's half a hundred ripples cir-
clin' on an' on an. on,
Th' keep spreadin,' spreadin', spread-
in' from the center as th' go,
An' th' ain't no way to stop 'em,
once ye've started 'em to flow.
Drop an tudind word or careless----'in
a minute ye forget,
But th's little waves a-flowite ar th's
ripples circlin' yet;
An' perhaps in some ye've stirred,
An' disturbed a life it's happy when
ye' dropped an unkind word.
"140111111
Drop a word o' cheer and kindmess-
jes' a flash an' it is gone,
But th's half 'a hundred ripples cir-
ern on an on att' on,
Berrin' hope an' joy an' comfort on
each splaehin', darlin' wave,
TIN ye 'wouldn't blieve th'voltstne o'
th' 0111e kind word ye gave;
Drop.a word a' cheer and kindness-
in i minute ye forget,
But th's gladness still a-swetein' an'
oth's joy a-cirtlin' yet;
An' ye've trolled a wave of comfort
,whose sweet nsusic can be heard
Over miles an' miles of water-jes' by
ebroppin' a kind word.
"I suppose," said the friend of the
family," you will go into business
and live up to your father's reputa-
tion."
"Not inr," replied the son of the
notitindRionaire beef pecker, "I shaft
go into society and try to tire it
Ooven."-Chicago Daily News.
THE 'PANAMA CANAL
NAVIGATION OF THE PROPOSED
ISTHMIAN WATERWAY.
Some Interesting Particulars of Its
Construction and Probteble
Length of Time It
Will Take.
To make it possible to pass a shir
from ocean to ocean, even by a high-
level design, will require from six tc
eight ; ears, and by one at sea level
Len years, though possibly 12. Which
of the two types, all things considered
is the better is a question requirint
great thought for the proper answer
writes William Barclay Parsons, it
Century. 'On the one hand, there art
required a greatly increased invest
ent of capital and some delay in time
although the latter in the life of suet
an enterprise is probably of smal
amount. The deciding wil
ropbably be the "serener
of the type when completed. No mat
ter what ttie design, the canal canno
be navigated its entire length by largo
steamers with the freedom tha
they pass up' and down a brow
river. It is contemplated tha
the width of the canal at tie
bottom shall be about 160 feet
giving a width on the surface of fron
200 to 360 feet, according to the flat
ness of the side Mopes, dependent of
the varying local character of the reul
or earth through which the canal wiT
be dug. As large modern steamen
have a beam of 75 feet, it is °bigot',
that two such vessels cannot pass egad
other in the regular channel.
On arriving at either terminus thi
...ship will report to the harbor maste.
for a permit to pass, and, if she be
sailing vessel, for a tug to take he)
through. After an inspection, the tak
lug on of coal, supplies and a pilot, are
being measured for and paying tol
charges, the vessel will then receive at
order entitling her td proceed. Thb
order will be like a train order on t
single-track railway, giving antboritj
to go to • certain point, and there
either to meet and peas a ship coming
from the other end or to draw to one
side and permit the other ship to pass,
or to get other orders to proceed fur
ther. The passing of skips will be ar-
ranged by constructing "sidings;'! that
is, widenings of the channel hoc
which a vessel can draw and moor u
clusters of piles. When the passing it
made the vessel thee advance@ to the
next siding where • vessel is expected,
all of which will be controlled by tele-
graphic orders from a central dis-
patcher's office, where there will be a
chart showing the elect position of
any ship at any time, corrected in-
stantly by ad vices received from the
local stations. Along the banks there
will be semaphore signals by day and
lights by night, indicating the position
of obstructions or vessels ahead, as as
to prevent collisions.
On to-Mein& at a lock the @teenier
will find a structure similar in prince
ple to the small canal locks with
which tho reader is familiar, but vast-
ly larger. These locks will have a
length of about 1,000 feet and a width
in the clear of 100 feet, in order to ac-
commodate not only the steamers SO(
feet long now building, but to allow
for such increase in size as may be
realized. The gates closing the locks
at the down
-stream end will have a
height equal to the depth of 'the canal
the height to life and, say, ten feet et
surplus, or a total of 75 to perhaps 100
feet. according to condltions-dimen-
stone far in excess of those of any
other lock gates in the world. As soon
as the lock is entered and the ship
made fast so that It cannot be moved
about by the in or outrushing water,
and yet may rise or fall with the
change of level, the' great gates behind
her will be closed . d water admitted
into the lock from the higher level or
drawn off Into the lower as the vessel
Is ascending or descending. When
the new level Is reached the °then
gates are opened, and once more the
vessel continues her Journey between
backs crowded to the water's edge with
the Wild tangle of a tropical jungle ()I
the long
-leafed banana trees set out In
regular rows in plantationa. On &mite
lug at the far terminus the pilot is
dropped and the vessel disappears at
American Bank in Japan.
An American bank in Japan, as a
profitable enterprise and a great aid tc
the American manufacturer, is a sug-
gestion from C. A. Francis of the
Higher Technical school of Tokio, who
also advises his fellow
-Yankees to
study Japanese manufacturing condi-
tion g and needs. One Tokio shop em-
e'oying from 15 to SO workmen makes
ety hand a sewing machine which is
claimed to be better than a famous
American product of which it is a
copy. It ,is sold for nine yen, while s
poor quality of the American machine
costs from 40 to 60 yen. How shall
Uncle Sam's agents demonstrate that
their eompanies make certain machine
tools which do this work cheaper than
they are now doing It and that nc
more capital will be needed in the in-
tatting of the plant?
Army Kitchens.
Traveling kitchens. which have
long been in use in the Russian army
and which did much to incresae the
comfort of the soldiers during the long
battles of the recent war, atie now be
ing tried In the French maneuvers
with a view to their introduction into
the French army.
Canadian Horses in China.
et. Is found that horses from Can
ads become acclimated in China more
readily than those which are import
ed front Australia, and they seem te
take More naturally to the novel Nil
of bran, barley. saglielea..Adohdi
IN THE FIRST OPEN CAR.
True Tale of an Everyday Incident
Which Had Romantic Fur-
nishings.
The girl sat in the last seat of the
first open car of the season, looking
back at the long vista of the street
they were fast leaving behind them.
Her hands -were full of impedimenta
though that word is perhaps wore cor-
rectly applied to articles nearer the
feet. But a purse, a handkerchief, a
letter and several small parcels dc
impede one's progress, especially 1.1
one be a pretty maid with a pride in
one,' long, much beruffled skirts, re-
lates the Chicago Record-Herald.
Her parasol-the tint of the season
too-she placed beside her. She must
have been thinking deep thoughts, fo)
It was with a start that line signaler
the conductor to stop the car--a start
that showed she had almotgt forgetter
her destination.
bbs alighted hurriedly. The CS,J
'Carted. Then a little flutter of U12
burdened hands, a gasp that was al-
most audible, and an agonized can
traction of the pretty brows told go
man who bad sat beside her that she
lead forgotten something besides the
destination.
He was a man who thought quickly
In an Instant he had seen, seised, ant
held aloft her parasol. She noddet
vigorously, motioning him to throw I-
to her. It was ail done quickly, bu
the car, pitiless as time, was tnovine
steadily, relentlessly away from her-
The space between it an her was con
sunny increasing.
The man hesitated. It was such I
pretty parasol. Such ruffles of chif-
fon.
She was following the car at a little
dog trot, hut it was leaving her fat
behind. It had almost reached the
next corner.
The man waved the parasol at the
conductor. The car stopped. Every
onewatched while he ran to the cor-
ner, carefully placed the fluffy, forgot-
ten thing on the sidewalk, then ran
back to the car.
The girl waved her hand in grateful
recognition. He waved his in-renun-
ciation, pertain.
As she reached the parasol a hand
some young negro stooped to pick it
up and courteously handed it to her
as she exclaimed: "It is mine, thank
you."
But he was not • fairy prince-they
are always blond and blue-eyed, with
golden hair. And the twin who should
have received the tribute of her smiles
was leaving her tar behind.
For thts, you see, is a true story
And so they did not marry and live
happy ever after. Perhaps he was
married already and his dinner was
waiting for him. At any rate, he saved
his carfare_
CONTRACT WITH A SULTAN
How an American *omen Put
Through a Five-MUllion-Dol-
lar Deal.
The story of an interview that once
took place between Mrs. Reader mei
the suttee of Johore. India. is thus re-
lated by Juliet *Oboe 'Ibuipitins in
Everybody's:
"She named her Qondltiona; the
right to issue $6,000,4100 worth ot six
rer cent. bonds; 120,000 acres of lead
extending along the the miles ot
track; Uzi mines-hut here royalty_ de
murred a tittle; be thought he wnnld
keep all the tin minas. For the fret
time the young contractor slipped into
feminine processes of reason lag and
set aside for a moment the urgent
business-full enthusiasm of the pro
motes- for the display of the human
girl who gees bar pet project in dan-
ger of failure
"'But you are ea rich, you know
you don't need all those ininsee'
argued, 'and we do!'
"The suttee conceded the mines.
From an oriental point of View the
experience was perhaps cheap at the
erke. He conceded the 15,000,00o1
worth of boucle, the 120400 acres at
land. At the end of their three hour's'
talk. Ella Rawls had in her polisassicue
a $6,000,000 contract to build a rail-
road Orono the state of Johan, and its
ruler had secured on fair terms a
means to wealth and civilhatien. the
need of which could no longer be ig-
nored She had comae to him it the
psychological moment, when the eon
tract was ripe for giving; she had
shown herself clear-headed and reso-
lute master of the facts and frankly
open in her statements; she had de-
manded muab, knowing the value ot
what she gave, but there had been no
Nen of sharpness, of trying to steal an
advantage. No doubt to one accuse
tomed to be approached by Indirect
methods, by gifts and datterise, there
was a wholesome cotivincingness in
this novel experience, a welcome
promise of good faith. At all events
he accepted freely and wholly."
Impressive Sermon.
Wife (returning from church to bet
husband, who had stayed at home)-
You should have heard Dr. Doe's ser
mon thin morning, my dear. I don't
know when anything has made such
a profound impression on me I think
it will make a better woman of me at
long as I live.
Husband-Did you walk home?
Wife-0, no I took a ear, and, dc
you know, John. the conductor nevei
raked me for my fare, and so I saved
a nickel. Wasn't I lucky?-8trk
Stories.
The 'Thoth.
The Editor-What have you written
about the death of that blight youns
Jenkins?
The Irish Reporter--Elomething sate
sir, windin' tm with these words: "Hi
leaves a brilliant tutors behind him;
-Tit-Bits. ask  f,linFir,.  ,t 
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South Bound. • No. zos No. 103 No, I 2 I
Cincinnati  8:20 a.m. 6:oo p.m.
Louisville . 
 13:20 p.m. 9:40 P.m- 7:25a.m.
Owensboro 6:30 p.m. "lo:ooa. Tr_
Horse Branch  3:40 P.M- 52:08 a.m. 11:435a.m.
Central City  3:55 Oft. 4:03 sm. 1e:30p.m.
Nortonville  4:3711am. '. rep am, 1:28a.m.
Evansville 4:40 pan. 8:30a. '21.
IkTicinsville 11:20a.m.
Princeton  5:35 P-m- 2:27 a.m. 2:35p.m.
Pechreeh  ee4o p.m. 3:40 atm 4:r5P-01.Paducah  
  6:45 p.m. 3:45 e-nt. 4:sop.m.
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Gibbs, Tenn. 
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Jackson  ..
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- ... so:3o- p.m. 835 a.m.
New Orleans ... zzoo a.m. t:t5 par. 8:3op.za
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Bound. No. zoo Mo. 104 No. sae
  . 7:10 poi 9:15 a.m-
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 ..•
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- • t ns:to p.m,  .,Rims  
. 9:43 a.m zsg:58 p.m. 
 .,
Gibbs  
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P.eincetoet  sznyo p.m 3:al a.m. 9:0911-02.
Hopkinsville  310 .s.m. 9:40 cm  ....
Evansville  6:25 p.m. 9:48 cm. ........
Nortonwir.e  1:28 p.m. 3:51 a-nt 10:35a.m.
Central City  3o5 p.m. 4:3e a-ne II :300an.
Horse %Branch 
 3:oo p.m. 3:13 &M. ' I2:559.0L
Owensboro  4:55 p.m. 8:ty am. 4:55P-m•
Louisville  5:35 P.m. 7:50 a.m. 4:55P-en.
Cincinnati  9:55 p.m. 11:55 a.m.
• BT. LOUIS DIVISION.
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Lv. Paducah.... Is :4op.m. 4 =p.m. Lv. St. Louis... • 7 :45evne•
Ar. Carbondale.. 425p.m. 8:40p.m. Lv. Chicago. . 2,5oados.
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No. 37!.
9 :40941‘
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7 opt.a.
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CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLS UNE,
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101-80I 135-835
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Ar. Padusah.... 4:i W XII. 9:25a-m. Lv. Cairo...,....
La. Paducah.... 73sop.m. 9:30a.m. Ar. Palkaill...
'Ar. Cairo  8:35p.m. si:ioa.m. Lv. Padlocab.. ..
Ar. St. Louie- 7:08ant soop mt. Ar. Princeton .
‘r. Ghicago 8:05een. 9e30p.m. Ar. Hopkinieving•  
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11:sop.a‘
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It :005•312.
9:apaius.
Trains narked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 end 104 carry through tampers betwetta Clueing:tett
Memphis and New Orleans; trains sot and ion simpertibetwgiba Lieniestile.,
Memphis and New Orleans, Teeing Sot and 8.as simpers been Pachicab
and St. Louie. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Pedalled?, Ky. • -
GEO. C WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Xy.
1 JOHN. A. SCOTT. A. G P. A., Memphis, Tenn. 
.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, III.
C C. WCARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
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LEANING UP
THINGS BEING PUT IN NICE
CONDITION AT THE COURT
HOUSE.
Supt. Billington Has Large Attend-
ances at County Schools—
Deeds Lodged.
The fall cleaning at the county
4
court house is being given by the
county jail prisoners under the direc-
tion of Jiiler Fayette Jones .and
things are being gotten into nice con
dition for the winter. The flowers in
the yard have been talorti up and
stored inside the building for the cold
months, while everything . every-
where ie being put in a tidy and neat
s1 ape.
Big Attindance.
Supt. Semtiel Bilkngton, 'of the
cotusty public sclools, reports thai.
the attendance at the building, is
_very large pnel flourishing now, as
the farmers are wooly through with
their crops sod the boys and gists
haves nothing much to do, therefore
al air re taking to their books for the
evening six montler, that being the
length of study for the educational
inetitutions of the rtirol districts.
es,
4
Deeds Lodged .foe Reword.
Property lying in the Hestia/ydse
and Jarrett sedition has been sold by
tiro-D. Husbands to A. 'B. Morris for
1405, and the deed lodged.. yesterday
with the count); clerk for rdeord.
The West End ImprOvement com-
pany transferred to D. lo Luttrell
for ;too, property on the"Lovelace-
vine road near Arcadia.' -
HURRY VS. WORRY.
Worry is an effect. When we look
about the place we find in nine out
of ten it is—hurry. Back (A hurry we
find the &rat cause is in the lack of
systematic thinking. We do so much
body work Which is. out of harmony
with the mind that we make an awful
waste of haste:
In a certain home within the limits
of our c.,y there lives a woman who
is a home maker as well as a house-
keeper, (and there is a vast differenc,„
between the two.) Of coursa there
are -many, but thie one in particular
is a revelation.
She is not only the superintendent
of a large hoose but the mother of
several children, and a leader in so-
cial circles. Nothing seems. to up-
set her, and her domestic as well as
social machinery runs along without
even a suggestion of either hardy or
worry. Her path of roses is as thick-
ly strewn veittiahorns as that of other
woolens but she only scenes to see
the roses. The secret of her succese
lies in'ller mental attitude. Like the
Mkin of Destiny she has learned to
"be still and wait."
out my plans for the next day. I keep
out in yolans for the next day. I hemti
a mental time piece in my head' and
fly body TUO, accordingly. Of course
things often came up to interfere with
my plans, but d always make allow-
ance for that when I do my planing
never allow one thing to burry an-
other and I never weirry.'
Her home is as restful as her pres-
ence and is not only a source of de-
light toehee fainily., but to every one
who is foregate enough to enter its
sacred plitscAts.
NOT AN OVERDONE "ROAST."
A boy stands on she street corners
smoking cigarettes, using sating, be-
coming an adept in finetse of Ate
PEOPLE FOR RATE REVISION. 3,,,,,earing. making oematks about, all
the women that go by, and teliest
, Discuseing Nye railroad rate ip eseattly where old Tom Smith mimes
Clint's. Ray Stant:4M Reiter sakes a it in the management id his bordneas
forcible toes for the pOesidentl twill- affairs. He dotes on the b appelfatehns
Ion ooliee. 'it is a fact of renesint- of -tune sseeetenoold emce ., s.esso
ode iumorlaisee sot *ken recognized."' ••peachereas" eppliesk to Wen through,
he writes, "ihhat evety important call- out the community: His cote:beet,
road rate made in this vomiter is
made in deliberate ,disregisill, ifc not
in oVen violation, of Ian by +legal
associations and conibinitiestae. The
calming laws of the country increase
instead of motet" the sorry counplexi-
tire 0. the tete gm-scion. Think of
forty-fire mate systems of taxation,
Is Pr ty-five met Iisds of rase regislation,
forty-five methods of chartering,
overlaid with the contradictory na-
tional , lams "governing intiermate
traffic—a ciao, _beyond the grasp of
Roman inteftligeieh, or*
'The rzfl is a tiantinees, "is the
essential tool. ofindiedroAlirooglo
out the..'.'. (old. it, is the rigtator
business. It hoidavAl KOH of dee-
tiny. It decides cities dud' be
located and how feet eheyNesalf grow;
it marks out io.'nefiffltslefee the
wheat and corn led ~si
against those ' trihnugho it
mark. etefinitely how far. the hineser
of War/kin-gum shall go; it decodes
whether fiver 'hall be mariglactured
in Minneapolis re Buffalo intS wheth-
er the chief -bovine,. he grain abbit be
atone at theport of NeweYork or the
Port of New earleans
Mr. Baker analytell the, ovillfoad
rite problem in *imple. larignagil, if
to Age with a complete alloreptece for
the points at issue. • MCI their nation 4,1.1eis lircht reposition
essentiaii itaitho. invelve0 stand
t with dikinctnerat.
erhe railroad rote hOs cenntoto he a
. ndentni thing. ltetasitenre intricate
&than the tato efaesificetiena ate
' ‘1111Ple enough. being in the ca%c of
the E.i 43011 2)-1 frit* dlir1404 4141 IVY
,,:•trenev titian six groups. fl t* the re
ceptiontr pr )vile at once the ffitr3-
plezities and the. cribs of the rate
question. Obrioately there *mild be
?natty less'opportunity fosdiacrimina-
.. thin no the wart of the pidtoiads and
lees enmplaindore the pt of the Asir
pees were healts.ailladia alloat hats and
dry go. alminsfyidlistad in class tine.
where they belong,•and forced to 'Pay
flat rate. Bdt ironclad clatothea-
titans are unknown. The exceptions
and the comenodity tate, have- eorne
to great!y outnumber the number of
items in the clasaffiadtiores themselves.
In the calm of the Weetern claseifica-
don, as Mr. flakier points out, tbere
is a forrnadoble volume .•eontaining
8.000 items. The practice of first one
railroedothen another. making excep-
tions Me :grown enormotrOoof feeent
yesto especially in the West and
South, and in its train have ceene a
multitude of uncertainties in*htapine
and burdens on trado.
No wonder the preaidends revision
policy has become so popular. Nss
:wonder the South 'his fergotten the
Booker Worthington, 1 ndienola and
Colleetor Cron' incident, Arbile list-
ening to the appeal for filmier-el power
in rate yegulation.
The Okople, the groat body d the
plaiit people, believe that it iis danger-
ors for a few indivitinate to wield
snob absofute power as ie 'derived
denim the nailroad rate, without let or
hindrance, stircetiort, guallowe or sup-
ervision. They- lieldeve that it were
'beer te in+rnst stich tes-riE,t poem
to the government. They. are not of
one thind Acre' how this should he
done and are willing to leave the
working out of the problem to the re.S.-
perts 'killed in the waking ofbaordi
But that the people are for rate 're-
vision and ere- with the president
tante isoday by day less reason to
dotho
t Btawebe ibi VAIWRIgOIDTER,
says the Nebtra4lea City Tiutes is eon-
nived at. by 41 the witless gois ofiahe
town on the road to Geld Atillgs
where; he is dubbed Oho "'proper stir,
by his associates, wide' the younger
prodikale Look spot big retintatioi as
a consummation devoutly to be wish-
ed. After a little there is an even-
ing in the firm of Stoddard & Stod-
dard for a promising young boy of-
fering a good salary to start on. Rut
the young "peso/opine doesn't get
it. No, sir; he doesn't get it; and be,
can't usoterstand why he, of all tier
young men round about, shoat imot
re been epproached with the.propo-
*ion at ?east three days before oay
body else was elsought of. Miserable,
incorrigible 10011 Pont-, wretctied.
wryheaded, incapable, with distorted
conceptions- of life! What 'bath a
butane's boost to do with Mee" Or.
why 'bawd. a erspectabie institution
of whatever nature covet thy pres-
ence? toys, business men of your
teen knine you better than your own
parents .do. Their eyes are cia you
whew you are least aware. You may
slip away from sour mother, wbo des
homy with bet- knitting; you may dupe
and de'-give .your best friends; you
may reticle the watchful eye ad your
teacher,; you :My. trifle
Wence; sif your Sunday se ever-
kntendenothut you can't foot thiohnei-
nese men Of your town wlsiti they
UT. s position to be filled.
CItADEL OR RESISTANCE.
e,
Tin 1.7ii11ed States senate idetisitite
Many of these ovill.elect Unitetot
senators. Terms of one-third of the
senators %ill expire March 4, tow, in-
cluding a runntier of those who stand
up Most stiffly against every effort of
political, economic, moral or coinmer-
cial reform.
That will be the time for combina-
tion of the forcss of all these upon
an effort to change its moral if not
its political complexion, In the 'ear-
ner the people now exhibits, it will be
rather indifferent, whether the ,sena-
tors it gets rid of are succeeded by
men of their own party or another,
so long as they are satisfactory on the
main question.
It is sdow veork to change the sen-
ate. Perhaps it cannot be done next
year. But a beginning can be made
and a foundation laid for a complete
change two years later, in time to
give the new reform administation,
Whether republican or democratic,
synrpathic support ,and co-operation.
X-RAY AS DETECTIVE.
(New York Medical journal.) ,
To set a thief to catch a thief is
a proposition that is as old as the
hills, bat to set the X-rays to "lo-
cate". the stolen 'property is an
achievement that Sherlock Holmes
might dream about. It is not a novel
thing for criminate to swallow the
evidence of their crimes,, and the fact
is so well known at the diamond
mines that many a gem has been res-
cued from, the miner's abdomen. It
is, however, a new departue :1/4 man
with theidea of' detecting in his
stomach jewelry that had been swat-
limed to avoid detection, and' the
chief of police at Davenport. Iowa,
deserved full credit for the originality
of his researches.
It seems that a negro hid formed
a passing attachment for a diamond
ring that he did not own, ancl, being
surprised by the legitimate pOSiCSSOT,
promptly swallowed it, notwithetaad-
ing the heavy eetting that annroutided
the stone. This was inspected at
once and the culprit was fortInvaeh
locked up in jail with the diarond
still in his possession. As he strenu-
("wily denied all ketowledge of the
mieting stone, the thief of .police
promptly sent for the municipal elec-
trical apparatus. At the sight of this
the man, imagining doubtless thet it
was some new method, of tortute,
prinentty confessed. . The photo-
graph, hoviever, we, taken and it ce-
yealed the position of the ring.
MUNICIPAL OWbfERSHIP.
The nenticipal ownership move-
ment in this errantry Us called social-
lint The corporations ,ere first in
applying ibis odious and/Moused term
to those also have joined .the fight
**Unit them. The corporatiops,
however. are the greatest argnmeata
in favor of municipal! ownerehip. OAV
pigheadedness, selfish &reed and client
sightedness and narrow 'polky pre-
vent them from seeing it The flood-
tide will not be stemmed by the cry who had followed the animals, and) a
of '•aocialifitn." The people know desperate struggle ensued to release
Jtoett4r. Wihoisale corruptioo of citot the dog's hold upon the pony's
councils, petty but tyranical methods throat. The men pulled and dubbed
enemies, poor service, long-term, ad- the dog almost to death before he re-
vantageous and excltssive franchises, lazed 'his jaws. The dog was carried
these *ma few of the things whioh,oack to the stable and safely chained.
• are condertirrer sane people Lo masie.• Although a valuable animal he will
pal tewnership. It ,began when tile oe shipped away, from Perkins home
people of many cities took possession osI:iy. Meanwhile the children are
oi their own water' works. It is not in tears over the affair, as they will
socialism for a city to own ire wate probably lose both their pets.
worked It is no longer consi *tied
foolish for a city to control its own HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
water eupply. • '
The private owners of water works
made .ii• nece.tear'y by their condyct
that the people take charge of these
publk nil:ides. Tit present the pri-
vate light 'plants are passing into the
WILL PROVE EARTH'S MOTION
(Topeka, Kan., ,Cor New York Sun.)
By permission of the executive
council of the state J. T. Lovewell,
secretary of the Kansas Academy of
cience, will have swung in one of
the airshafts of- the state house one of
the longest pendulums in the United
States for the purpose of performin-g
the Foucault experiment of illustrat-
ing the revolution of the earth. The
pendulum will be upward of coo feet
long and the bob will be a chunk of
lead weighing 6o pounds.
It is the object of Prof. Lovewell
to secure from his experiments the
material for a scientific paper to be
presented at the next meeting of tile
Kansas Academy.
The pendulum bob will swing on a
steel piano wire from the top 61 the
air shaft to the iibasement. It will
have a sweep of about 14 feet, and it
LS estimated that when once started
it wil swing for .half a day without
stopping. The pendulum will be so
arranged that at the lowest point of
its swing the bbb gill trace its course
on smoked glass, and this is where
the scientists obtain their tangible
evidence that the earth is really turn-
ing on its axis.
The pendulum will not trace the
slime straight line back- and Pottle hut
in the' lapse of a number of hours Will
trace a double fan-shaped figure on
the glass. The tracing is made with
geometrical accuracy.
DOG'S JEALOUSY OF A PONY.
add oj resistatoe to, every of possession of cities for the saute rea-
reform, the Port Arthur of 'all the son. Refusal of private compasice to
forces of active evil atte$ Italidl in- lower rates, notwithstanding the inr-
ifference, against -which thet,reused prevemems °that make light mantrfac-
Spirit of the American perapke-ithray- flue cheaper, poor service and an ar-
ias WOW. • I.. .bitraey attitude towards the public is
-Because the iienate is hodest:tO remitting in this movement.
reach and slowest to change, the) Corporations have learned nothing
forces of greet! and ambition norsoices), from the 'experience of the pact. legine
by the reform spirit entrench tern- "of the lesions the poet has taught
selves there. The tariff _henefickatios and the present is teaching have had
hold the senate and the house. coned any effect. Sonic communities de not
mittee on rules in their grip- and; want to go into the business wherever
deny relief to-- American- proOlseers 'corporations arc satisfied ',to earn a
consumer,,anconsumer,, The senate wifl cOn- fair income on the capital they have
•eeder neither reciprocity treatiee not actually invested instead of twice that
taiff legislation. thenotint, wherever they remain out of
Paid - attorneys of the biggest, politics and refeain from interferring
trusts bought for them by. their em- !with city councils for the sake of
ployere. Their stupid obstruction to ' grabbing off greater advantages
every wholesome publicity for huge wherever they would attend strictly
aggregations of capital 'note than to the interests and wanes of the peo-
anything else drives public opinion in pie they will find none of tbe muni-
direction of wild and reeklese attack cipal microbes, and the "municipal
orb money and wealth. The 'United ownership fallacy" as they call it, will
Stites senate breeds nihilism When find no soil in which to germinate.
refOrm can :reach and change that, the
-sem+ is well ni,gh done,
The senate can be reacherb next
year if the friends of reform will
give their minds in 4.. The elections
of kistneeele were a mere affair of out-
poets. The„y are preliminary to state
and congressional elections ?text year.
and ail lead up to the presidential
contest of 196ff fly then we hope
both parties will'he under full deitnin-
ion of the reform spirit.
Extensite one to thing iroting
AN:111 'his year, hut ii will nett wash one
United Staterosenatoi oin ita his place.
Aoparently the only chance was in
trust-ridden New. Jersey, abhore lhe
president Of new 'of the big life. in-
terso ,companies has eeicyred his
• ecteaddo to the senate id ailid usual
y. Tfte eterttheretik cosecant* of the
Ohio legislature tomes too earky to
catch Foraker, who will not retire un-
til 190g,
Next year most of the nerthein
state, will elect new legislatores and
Pull Measure.
James Whitcomb Riley was loolci:
ing over a fence on his farrn It a
field of rye when a neighbor who
was driving by stopped his horse and
asked:
"Hulk'., (Mr, Riley; hors -your rye
doing?" •
"Fine, fine," replied the poet. ,
"How 'Much do you expect to Clear
to the acre?"
"Oh, about four gallons," answered
Me Riley, sioberl,l- —Success
Knights of Columbus Excursion.
A special train will leave Fadtd
cmii as 8 a. m., Sund'ay, November
tiott, to carry the Knights of Co-
lumbus and their friends. to Cairo,
and returning will leatve Caivo about
midnight. •
J. T, DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.'
G. C WARRELDI, T. A.,
Union Depot.,
(Pittsburg Post.)
Maddened by jealousy because the
affection of 'his young master had
•been usuilbed by a pony, an English
bulldog attacked the horse in the sta-
ble of Attorney F, C. Perkins yester-
day, and in the battle' which followed
the pony was so badly Mailed it will
probably have tO.beoshot.1,
For some time the obtrildog had
been a. special pet of, Mr. Perkins'
children. Mr. Perkins last Wednes-
day secured a beautiful pony for the
ohildren, and they at once forsook the
dog, transferring their affections, to
the pony. They put in all their leis-
ure time about the stable pettiog the
pooy an feeding it apples and other
delicacies. areanwhile the dog be-
came sullen and snapped at the potty's
beetle at every opportunity.
Finally the dog seeceeded in gain-
ring
 access to the pony's stall yester-
day while the coatintian was oet ant
made a ferocious attack up the horse.
In agony from pain the popy suceed-
ed in breaking its halter and noshed
from the stable, closely' followed' by
the dog, which kept biting his rival at
almost every juarrop. The pony ran
out upon Penn avenue, bleeding from
several wounds and almost mad from
poi:: Before he had gone far the dog
reactied hint again and, making a
wIlel leap, caught the pony 6y the
throat.
Several men passing .at the time
ran to the .assistance of the coachman,
•
On November 21st, and. December
5th and 19th, 1905, the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Company, will sell first
class round-trip ticket eta greatly re-
duced rates to points in Colorado, In-
dian Territory, Kansas, Louisiaira,
Arissour;. Nebraska, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Sc ut h Dakota, Texas,
Wyoming, Mexico, Michigan, Mis-
sissippi, Arkansas and-other tereilorY•
Tickets will be good for twenty-one
(21) days to return.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFTEL-D, .T. A.,
Union Depot
FIDQ' FOOD.
Garfield W. aVeede, the left end qf
the Pennsylvania football team, said
the other day:
"Football is becoming pretty
bloody, a pretty ghastly sort of a
game. It reminds me of barbering
down East.
"I once went into a down East bar-
•bershop to get my hair cut. As I
sat in the ohair and the scissors click-
ed away the bather's dog lay beside
ine on the floor, looking orp at nse
all the time most attehtively.
" 'Nice dog, that,' said I.
'"He ic, sir,' said the barber.
" 'He seem, very fond,' I said, 'of
watching you cut hair.' .
" 'It ain't that, sir,' explained the
'barber, smiling. 'Sometimes I make
a mistake and take a little piece off
a customer's ear.' "—Pittsburg
Gazette,
•
Russell Sage and the Lawyers.
,Rnssell Sage has a horror of 'law-
suits.
A clerk of NIT. Sage's said the
other day:
" 'You remember, sir,' I said 'my
complaint against my wife's uncle?'
" 'he answered.
" 'Well,' said I, 'the man is obdur-
ate and I think of bringing suit
against him. What do you scarier?'
'"Mr. Sagge was silent a moment,
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OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS
pFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building,
New Phone He. Old Phone 303.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
it T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE zoo NbRTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 298 Office 253
-
A. S. DABNEY.
--D ENT IS T—
Trueheart Building.
D. ROBT, J. RIVERS
zoo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
-Office hour e 8 to to a. al., i to 3
p.m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Dr.
•
Stampe'r
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
3o9 Broadway.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Strpeontentlent
eot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
NOTICE OF
CHARTER RE-EXTENSION,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office of Comptroller of the.Currency.
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, 19o5.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been snade to appear that "The First
National Bank Of Paducah," located
in the Oty of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has' complied with all the proc
visions of the Act of Congress "to
enable National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other purposes" approved
July 12, 1882, as amended by the Act
approved April 12, 102; •
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The,
First National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the Coy of Paducah, in the
Couaty of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period specified in it.
amended article's of a-sociation;
namely until close of business on
October TO, 192i.
In testimony whereof wit ne R wry
hand atx) seat of office this Tenth day
of October, 19o5.
(SEAL.) Waf. B. RIDGELY,
Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No. 1590. Extension No. 932.
 a 
frowning thonghfully. Then he said:
" 'Listen. When I was a clerk in
Toroy I had a rase against a man that
seemed quite as good as yours.
visited a prominent lawyer and I laid
the whole matter before hints in de-
tail. When I was through he tole
me that he wotddhe delighted to take
the ease—that it was a cast that
couldln't lose.
"It can't line-?" gait! I,
"It can't lose," he fepeated.
" 'I rose and took op my hat.
thanked the lawyer and told 'him that
I wouldn't bring suit, after all. And
thee I explained that it was my op'-
ponent's side, and not my own, which
' I had laid before him.' "- New York
Tribune.
EXCURSION -
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bee*
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Rouni
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
and rest; good service, good table.
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jae.
Koger, superintendent; Frani- Lo
Brown, agent.
1•1•F
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLEN
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
L.AWYERS
Rocms z, 2 and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both o'-iones 3z.
1_
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoCes aqd
Fart2itUre.
Buy anything and sell everything*
218-220 Court street. Old phone 1318e
Clem Frausioli.
Moving wagon in connection. 1
E.H. PUR Y EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildinds
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracling of 'Mks,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Rotate Law.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma 13 and re Columbia Building.
Old Phone one
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
ROOMS 10, it and 12, Columbia Mg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, toe
!tort hFifth, Both Phone 353.
Residence toer Clay, Old Phone Ape
R. T. LIGHTFOOT;
—LAW YER—
Will practice in all courts of Kea.
tucky and Illinois.
_
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trost
Co., 306 Broadway.
-
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Ho iikeopathist)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone loth
Revidence, 819 Broadway.
Phone Jo.
_
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
."7••ree.ve., • - •• -• •
Rooms toaternity Buddeng
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
14STROPATHIC PHYSICIAN
!'?tens I apo,, 3-2 Pit achec
Pi.DU'CAH, KY.
Dty Rot j,h Baths even when be.
data
igignognsommessimps•wwsms••••
afk
„
toughing
Stop It!
REXALL CHERRY JUICE
COUGH SYRUP
Is Guaranteed.
Price 25c and soc.
Get a free sample at McPherson's
Drug Store.
WillfRSONS
DRUG STORE.
Saturday Morning, Nov. 18, z9o5.
LOCAL NEWS
• —A good freezing spell would
entuse the death of many a hog. The
killing season has been somewhat de-
:laved by the mild weather which
hangs on.
—The body of Alexander Dugg, the
rivernian run down in his skiff ten
days ago by the Grace Smith near
Metropolis and deowned, has been
found near Belgrade, below Metrop-
olis, and was buried on the river bank.
-The Daughters of the American
Rsghhhtion desire to thank everybody
o 4pe'4 nakeittill eencert Thew
hday night the fine succges that it was.
• Had a Scrap.
Lithe), Washington, colored,'' ivas
arrested by Officers hiuriey encl. Sin-
itery last night on the chargef•of ha,-
fig a fight an Tenth) and ton
Eeeta,v4thtSitria• flaAer andh gro
heel 'Pimp. i'lx• other. VC
r• yet been captured.
h .4. .
• Trouble With Woman.
Milton Enoch, colored, was arrest-
ed this morning shortly before
o'clock by Officers Hill and Fergu-
' -am on the charge of engaging in a
Eight two weeks ago with Stella An-
derson and Munsey Walker, two ne-
,gresses, at Ninth and Boyd streets.
Hokhsp Charge.
Ernest and Edward Slayden were
- merited yestirday morning aboat 9
o'clock by Officers Terrell and
Cross on thit-charn of sobbing J. S.
Dunn, who claims they toOlc'his in
money, a silver watch and chain. and
:ipso in notes from him the night be.
fore nut on Court street. Dunn lives
thirty miles tip the Tennesseee river,
bat is visiting relatives up on South'
Tined street. The two young fellows
'were arrested in a South Second
street saloon, where one keeps bar.
Frenzied Fiance Outdone.
a brick weighs seven pounds
and half a brick, what does a brick
and a half weigh?"
•The above apparently simple prob-
lem') has Ereaterrnin?E' cordingth0 'since
it piade its appearance in Paducah
ttV days' 'ago than the labor strike.
'problem,. is being usedi•ess an
etnisernewrisy the Van .....Dylps &
(in Co., which inaugurates a week's
• gement at The Kentucky begin-
g Mondayj fitvening, ainf*ifeas9n
ets will be'giVen to the Mgt per-
son submitting the correct solution to
the pni. Answers afteit}4 br left
.at tht hoe hilite of The •flierRiteky
theatre. •
.)
BOYS ENTERTAINED.
Mr. Harry Dion& manager of the
Paducah K. I. T. baseball team, 'will
tomorrow at noon enteetain the lea-
gue tall players who are now in the
city. he having arranged to serve
Ahem with a big dinner. This in-
• cliscles Grover Land, Red Bohannon,
7* 'Dick Brahic, Alonzo Hedges, Kenney
Murray and several others.
Hedges and Brahic live here, while
, Land andi 'Bohannon are here for eel
q• Indefinite period. Land expects to
shortly leave for Florida to spend the
wibter.
1$9 Round Trip to Chicago
Live Stock aposition.
1 December r6, 17, -18 and i.
isf....41irfor‘ .1,001,ville over. pypinnlvania
- 115.73or car lihraty_tife 'car
train leaves Louisville 820 a. in-:I:lai-
n. arrives Chicago s:,lo p. m. Slçe
, ear train leaves Louisylir
in., arrives at Chicago A hhht a.
lin Equally good • return rnice.
• ' Irtsdher Andellallts i&up-
' "Itlfsnl upon heepselhh,pddessepenh fesi C.
rjollalstszty distract.pei
arpser.agent,
band (durtfi "
tUrreas i pro-
pmed to. you: 1, rom
'wouldn't accept in
.-1Wife—"And I iv
tor a week before yap see: I
. afraid ypts ric York
eie---h•SALL- •-!iin • • 1,4:•-•-s
Vt. ,"! • tA,
•wWitnee,theonatter witE MIT?'"
"Hr 10.1t.,down and broket
d,tict,vt nose." r
"Yogi mean the ii.t!irilger
thins Viaduct is the ;bet-
-ter -word. No water ever passes' un-
der it, you know."—Cleveland Leader.
ABOUT PEOPLE
Rife Alice Walters *arrived here
from' Murray last evening, and goes
to Mayfield today to attend the Meth
odist confererze. She is a mission-
4ry of this denomination who is now
here from -China visiting her family
in Mitray,
Mr. Perry q.leloan, of M array, ar-
rived bee last evening for a several
days' stay on husinese.
Dr. William Anson, cif Murray, ar-
rived in the city last evening on busi-
ness.
Mr. W. G. Dunnington, of Farm-
ville, Va, arriv.d here yesterd'ay. He
is the represelative In this 'section
of Wuç country for the tobacco buy-
ing department of the Italian govern-
ment.
Night •Chrk S. T. Miller, of the
Pabmer, has gone to McKenzie, Term.,
where be Aims called by .the clangor-
ous illness of his father.
Lawyer Mike Oliver too returned
from Benton, se. he he went on legal
business.
President J. i. .ord. of the Ayer-
Lord tie company, arrived here yes-
terday from Chicago.
, Judge Richard T. Light foot is ex-
pected home today 'rum Cerbondale,
where he has 'been the past week.
Mr. Carl Fink, the Louisvile 'leath-
er &rummer, is in the city.
iMr. T. 'B. Goodwin has arrived
from Atlanta. Ga , to take the place
of editor for the News-Democrat. He
was formerly managing editbr of the
Evening News of Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. C 0. Pratt left yesterday for
Indiana. He is the street railway em-
ployes' union iron Who has been Ilene
for seysral weeks trying to adjust the
strike on the street Car system.
Attorney J. E. Edge, of the South-
ern Mutual Investment compaay, of
Lexington, Ksh, is in the city.
Miss, Alma -nays has „gone t'i'-.
ersburg. Tenn., to visit friends.
•Lawyterihhheak Lucas has returned'
frean yisitidein Mayfield and Fultos.
Mrs. C W. Rice, of Vildo, Tenn., is.
Asiting the Tinnily of Mr. Sainhel
Boyd.
$Nfig„. J.-+Cemnbell F,kitirnoy has re-
tamed from visiting in Ohnhlotte, j.•C.'
/rats Margaret Park is visiting
Ilhayfiekb for a few days.
Mks. Kelly Charftottnis 'fishing in
Wingo, Ky. Ct5dion
Lawyer J. C'q 1 fpoy hes
returned from a tfirlErREIlir RI, Ga.
Mr. Marcus hferri fa, -oi--Niushville,
Tenn., yesterday returned bome after
attending the funeral of his'bother.
Printo Merritt, tliaboyu_atridlentaiilf
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND • PIMPLES
In to Daps, Use
NADINOL A
The Complexion Beautifier
THE NAtIMIBLAMIR. •
(Formerly sinentillitiailid sold as
RA
No change in formula or paNage.
The name has only been changed to
avoid coniusion, as we cannot afford
to have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, and money will be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spOts,
discolorations, Mack-heads, djs-
figuring eruptions, etc. The wisest
cases in 20 days. Lanes the in
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price so cts and ;zoo. 9old in
each city by all leading druggists, or
by mail.
Prepared only by.
NATIONAL TOILET CO., diris, Tenn.
Sold in Paducah by all leading
druggists.
SEWER '°EXPERT
MR. EDWARD FLAD IS HERE
, FROM ST. LOUIS CON-
FF.RRING.
Laborers Rime Gotten thi Concrete
Curbing to Second on Jefferson
—Public Institutions.
POPULAR WANTS
I,t'QR SALE—One Buck's range,
with water front; one kitchen cabinet
and one Iceland refrigerator, all near-
4. new; cheap. Address L., this of-
fice or ring phone 2136.
-
FOR RENT--Six-roont brick res-
idence. All modern conveniences,
714 Harrison street. Apply to D. M.
throirrnoh, 433 North Seventh. '
FOR SALE—Cheap: Popertyon
northwest corner_of Thir and Ohio
streets, Address H. Burl(go8 South
Eleventh street, Paducah,
LOST OR SSTRAYED--A sorrel
horse, 14 hands,h'gh; one eye out;
sunken place on right side of rump.
Finder return t o719 S. Eleventh and
be rewarded. ,
trAxxx UP—Two bay mares have
been taken up by Jack Armstrong,
heof t Blandville road. They are 15
hands high. Owner call and get
them.
FOR RENT—Two conviortable,
well furnished bedrooms. within three
blocks of Fourth and Broadway.
Ring old phone 613-4-
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
at a4North Eighth St.
IDEAL
MEAT MARKET
We have added to our
fine stock of meats a full
line of fish, both fresh wa-
ter and salt water.
Fresh Water Sift Water
• Buffalo Red Snapper
Cat Fish Spanish Mug
White Perch _Smelts
Croppies Salmon
Steak Cat Trout
Black Bass Oysters
We call the attention o
r chants to the fict that
killed last Monday night while out
'poems/nit hatintrig. we will fill all orders tor
•
,m,s. C. E. Whitesides has gone to
Mlinend Wells and Hot Springs, Ark.,
for. her health.
.Ms. Liztie nil! last night returned
from visiting in Metropolis.
Mk V. fi Blow yesterday morning
returned from the South.
Mks. T. Jhblewell has gone to May-
field to shed! the Memphis Methohist
conference.
We. and Mrs. John Webb yesterday
went to Mayfield to attend the Meth-
odist conference.
Det R. E. Hearne has returned from
Lebanon,- Tenn., Where he attended
the wedding of his sister, Miss Valerie
Hearne.
(Miss Marjorie Scott' will today ar-
rive tc) remain untilAeleinday to re-
main Mbriday with her parentk,
Mr. an Mrs.' Frank L. •Scetirs She
is attending Monticello coeliac at
Godfrey, Ill" •
Mr. 'C. S. tangston has h•eturned
from Henderson, where he was called
py the death of the child of Mc. and
Vire.' . G. Devlin, formerly ofPadb-
cab
lire. 'Clarence Martin, of Green-
Kft; yesterday went to Hender-
son. Ky, after visiting livery.
I. D. 'isle*, formerly a .financiei
and leaang iron-master of Clarksville.
Tenn., died a few days since almost a
pauper.
Specials at
CLARK'S GROCERY
Saturday, Nove 18.
2 Its Crisp Wafer Crackers for 25e
lb. Cake Baker or Htryler
- Chocolate  15t
2 Cakes German Sweet Choco-
lett  
 15t
2.11tottlew„ Extract, ante savor..
Fancy layer Figs, per pound  15e
Candieh Citron, per pound  15(
Omagh andletrion peel, per lb 15t
Shelhed -`Altitortldes, per pound'  35t
-Sgreti- Pecans, per pound  We
2 tbs.gcocifieb for 15t
Dos._ DO, eel Herring fOr
2 Cans Sifted Early June Peas .25t
Doz. gairrol Pickles 10t
2 Mg. Ginger Snaps 15s
adheir.-Mixect Cakes, per lb  15t
3 7Beehrenten, Currents for . 25t
-4)ackeges Seeded' Raisins
8 &fa Swift Pride Soap for _350
.11? V. tump Slarch for  254
Paretecte, per dozen 10e The mother of Will Hudson, vdio
Orange's, per dozen . . 24:41 Five Italian*, were Insrased toldeath was killed at Chattanooga, Tenn,/by
I Can Mutton liaison Tornetoes in a New York tenement boa* fire, a woman named Annie Brown, is in-
and 2 Cans qpirn for  25e which is believed to bare beds the ing Horace Smith for having iiiefte,d
t Can Grated Pineapple • lost work of an incendiary.
'Civil Engineer Edward Flad of St.
;Louis has anrived la the city to con-
fer widt stitherities regard-
ing the•edditional tensitary
district tq be ontlined and construe?.
etX IttAsale that teielto0t between
avenue, and Trimble I.,Itreets. The
Ninth, Fountain avenue, Kentucky, 
fish at any time of day,
city engineer has act from Lis
regular denies, to devote tOgettg up and give them special price_
the plans -and. aggrakajggn_for tb
additional; 4jtryt, QÔIIjç .j
weie writ5n reghddide
here and drawing the plans.
Fled is now being negotiated with
looking toward that cu.&
Jefferson Street
The laborers 'of Contraà ep
have gotten nearly to second net
with the concrete curb and gutering
for Jefferson street, and are bi
timings abone rapidly in this
When all the curbing is complet the
men wil commence laying the brick
but not befiare.
Annual Cleaning.
The city sanitary sewerage is being
given its annual deaning by the em-
ployes who are now working on Ken-
tacky avenue betweea Third and
F.noth street.
Christened Hospital.
Mk W Boyd, the ft patient
operated on at Riversi& hospital
when that institution opened, was
able to be out yesterday. He stiff&
eel from hernia.
THE RIVERS
This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
gets away for the Tennessee river the
steamer Kentucky. She comes back
again Thursday night.
The Dick Fowler sle;ps out for Cai-
ro this morning at 8 o'clock and will
return tonight shout 11.
The Dudley leaves Nashvilbe today
and gets here Monday. She starts
immediately on her return on reach-
ing here.
The steamer Henry Harley Will
come in today from Evansville and
get sway again for that city just as
soon as he can unload and load
algai n.
1The City of Saltillo will reach St.
Louis today and leave there Idlignday
en her return this way.
' The city of Savannah got past hiere
yesterday morning bound fot the
Tennessee river from St. Louis.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONIC 548.
ONE WEEK
Commencing.
Monday, Nov. 20,
VAN DIM k EATON CO.
Monday Night—The Embezzler.
Tuesday Matinee—The Divorce
Question. Night, Carmen.
. Wednesday Matinee—In the Hands
of the Czar. Night, Beware of Men.
Thursday Matinee--Camile. Night
Great Poison Mystery.
Friday Matinee—Told in the Hills.
Might, Dora Thorne.
gaturday Matinee--East
Wight, Deadwood Disk.
Special vaudeville features betwee
every act.
htbnday night ladies free smith each
3oc ticket if reserved before 6 p. m.
Monday.
Pricee---to, 20 and enc.
Lynn.
Ruskin's Bull.
The fate Ellis Yarnall of Philadel-
phia was a briltliant talker, a sympa-
thetic listener and a subtle literary
critic. Hence he had many friends--
among them in the past were Poe,
Longfellow, Emerson, Matthew Ar-
nold and John Raskin.
At the Union League one after-
noon Mr. Yarnell repeated a bull he
had once heard Ruskin make.
"In 'his irepassioned way," said Mr.
Yarnell, "Ruskin was railing against
oor cheap and tawdry and flimsy erendi-
ern building', comparing them with
the beautiful and massive buildings
of the past.
" 'Modern buildings won't en-hire,'
he cried. 'VVbere will you find one
modern building that has lasted as
long as the ancient ones?'
The "Pretty girl with the auburn
hair had refined hint "I never
dreamed, Mk. Smokins," she satdr,
"that your attentions to me were
anything more than those of a
friend."
"Oh, you didn't" growled, the young
man. "You Thought I had been corn-
ing here for the last six months /rive.
ly for the pleasure of seeing you eat
50-cent box of canity, did you?" -
Chicago Journal.
• Stage: Yesterday.
Cairo, 16.5, 05 fall.
Chattanooga, 13.0, stand.
Cincinnati, 12.1, 0.6 fall.
'Evansville, 8.i, 0.1 cue.
tidlinsonville, 1.4, 0.1 rise.
Louisville, 5.1, stand.
• Carmel, 43, WC
Neshville, 7.9, o.t
Pittsburg, 6.o, 6.3 faith
,Davisi Island Dam, 5.4, fell.
'St. Dotis, 11.4, 0.7 fall.
Mt. Vernon, 77, stand.
f'aductrh, 6.8, 02 fall.
the woman to commit the crime. 
.
New Books Worth Reading
THE HOUSE OF MIRTH" - - - - - - EDITH WHARTON.
A story of absorbing interest. Mrs. Wharton's best book.
"THE CONQUEST OF 'AAN" - - BOOTH TARKINGTON.
As bright an• ertairti as any of his previous books.
"YOLAND , THE MAID OF BURGUNDY" - - CHAS. MAJORS.
Every bit as good as his "When Knighthood Was in Flower."
These and a hundred other books—The newest and. best copy-right nov-
els—wt,o'‘ter you at $1.20 each.
,
See our 50e line of copyrights. We offer some regular $1.5o book e at
this price.
Once more washell you about our sheet music. Come and see our stock
and get a ,firee catalogues.
!arbour's Book Department
' USE KEVIU8
Ariotcrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
be .Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
• 
C. Gray, proprietor.
_ 
FINE OLD WIN ER AND vraismas.
Everything seasonable in lie eatable Ise served to order.
Sae monody, lamb for ss cents..
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Odke 306 Broadway Phobos: Office 3113-4asi4esce 1694
YOUR WATCH
Is a very importing Were et hokum
and sociaLlife.
A pet-foot tiane•kaaper is &vital necessity
In bush:was.
You will be prompt in attending your
social engagements id year watch is right.
Let us salt pm a watch USA will nem&
tail you.
Xmas Line ou Display at
Wolff s Jewelry Store,
Watch for Grand Gpening of our new store.
"A
al1110111101 11.11.1111.0.1.01
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
'ft '
'!\
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
orClosing Boo ks. Shortest and
Simplest Pitthods. Apply to
-JOHN D•SMITH, JR
Expert .Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
H. T. tiessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Tedopbone svo.
Ve etated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOE RIAU,
VATES. ALL DREOGIST
DR. R. F. HEARNE
CITS TAX NOTICE. ;411
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT HE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CIIT
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO-
VEMBER THE FIRST. Alms.
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN
PER CENT WTLL BE ADDED TO
ALL UNPAID BILLS. WE DE-
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO =CAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINEILY CALL
AT TIM CITY TREASURER'S
OFFICE, CITY HALL, AND SET-
TLE, SOON AS pocuatit, AND
ThINTS AVOID THE DISCOM-
-FORT AND DELAY SO UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THIG
RUSH C$F THE LAST DAYS.
BROOKHI.LL BUILDING. VERY RESPECTFULLY, t
JOHN J. DORIAN,
TELEPHONE NO. 444. a I CITY TREASURER, j
•
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